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A FIELD GEOJ~OGICAL STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF JOINT PATTERNS 
RELATED TO_ 

THE FRANCOEUR-.ARNTFIELD (GOLD MINES) SHEAR ZONE, 
BEAUCHASTEL TOVJNSHIP, TEiviiSCAMINGUE COUNTY, 

ABITIBI GREENSTONE BELT, QUEBEC. 

by 

Dean R. Cutting 

Field mapping (1:5000) and st~dy of joints in an area 

of 7·3 square kilometres centered around th.e Arntfield Gold 

Mines, during the summer of 1979, forms the basis for this 

stu.dy. 

East-striking, north-dippi11g rocks of the Archean Age 

Blake River Group, consisting predominantly of' metamorphosed 

intE:'~·me diate ( a:ndesi tic) a.11.d felsic (rhyolitic) volcaniclastics 

and flows, occur in the south limb of a regional syncline. 
They are intr-uded by small bodies of diorite, quartz-· feldspar 

pcrphjt-ry c:CtLd syenite. Meta-greywackes and conglomera·res o:f 

the Proterozoic Cobalt Group unconf"ormably overlie all the 

above rocks. 

Nov1-abandoned and ir.accessible gold mines lie within 

the Francoeur-·Arntfield shear zone, an east-trending, sinuous, 

wide (over 100m), regional feature that traverses the area. 

Field relationships seem to indicate that the formation of this 

major fault v1as later than the deposition of the volcanic pile 
but earlier (or synchronous with?) than the intrusions. 
Metamorphism to greenschist facies has affected all rocks. 

Analysis of over 400 joint sets in different structural 
domains in the area and comparison with experimental data for 

rock deformation suggest that the major shear zone evolved as 
,... •~o~ ,.,,.1,....," + .. __._ .... ~-=~.: -•r~, 'le~• 1--L--""'·, 'l c::.·+-.-.l~K, e· s.1."" .::P ~n··ear 
0.. H~.c;uc.!- '.;;jlH;; C..l.ll..l..v v ct.L \ ..!.. u d I,I;:.L a.L '"·'V.I.. ..1._ ..;) .1. • 

The joint patterns are distinct in the proximity of the shear 

zone, even in the absence of outcrops of sheared rock. 

Systematic studies of this kind may provide a practical tool 
for locating the shear zone in the field and thus may provide 

a useful guide to the controls of gold-telluride-quartz-carbon

ate mineralization .locally associated with the shear zone. 
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CHAPTER 1 

IN~:RODUCTION 

GENERAJ.J STATEMENT 

The Abitibi region of Ontario and Quebec has been the 

target of many exploration programs and, more importantly, 

mining developments. The mining operations of this region of 

the Canadian Shield have exploited rich and varied ore deposits 

of metals such as copper. lead, zinc, gold!! and silver. As the 

prices for these metals increase in modern markets, mining 

companies and their associated exploration divisions have 

renewed the search for new mineral deposits in the region. As 

w.ell, detailed re-assessments of many old mining operations and 

techniques available to the science. As a result of the 

particularly sharp increase in the price and demand of gold, 

mining companies have renewed active exploration and re-assess

ments of the past-producing gold districts of the Abitibi 

region·or northwestern Quebec. This project was conceived as 

a result of this renewed interest. The detailed mapping of an 

area of 7·3 square km with 2~ emphasis on the distribution and 

character of lithologies and on structural observations is the 

basis for this thesis. 

LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The study exea is located in western Quebec at Latitude 

48°12' North 5 Longitude 79°16' West. The area lies in the 

vicinity of the village of Arntfield, on the eastern boundary 
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Figure 1 . General location map of study area. 
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of Beauchastel Township in Temiscamingue County, approximately 

24 km (15 miles) west of the towns of Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec 

(Figure 1). 

The study area was comprised of three contiguous 

properties (claim groups) (Figure 2). The names assigned to 

the properties (Beauchastel 2-77, Beauchastel 1-78 and 

Beauchast:el 4-78) are Noranda company designations whose code 

indicates the tovmship, the number of the claim group staked 

in the township, and the year the group was staked. These 

property names will be used to refer to the subdivisions of 

the study area throug..l-}out this paper, where each property was 

treated as an individual unit. 

The study area has approximately 627 ha (1550 acres). 

Table 1 contains a listing u:.l claim numbers, mining blocks, 

and land &~d water areas for the three properties. 

Good access to the properties from the towns of Rouyn

Noranda is provided ty paved Hi.ghway 101-117. Road access to 

the Beauchastel 2-77 and Beauchastel l-78 properties is quite 

convenient from a network of secondary gravel roads and 

private camp access roads. 

Direct access to the western extremity of the study area, 

the Beauchastel 4-78 property, is less convenient because there 

are no roads on the southwestern corner of that property. Foot 

traverses of over 0.5 km (O.JJ miles) along the Dasserat

Beauchastel tov~1ship cut line or canoe traverses via the lake 

system are the only means of access .. 
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Table 1. Claim numbers, mining blocks a.11.d land. and water areas !"'or the three properties in 
the study area. 

Property 
and 

claim number 

Beauchastel t.~-77 
Ce)66681-claims 1 to 5 
C.J66682-claims 1 to 5. 
C.J6668J-claims 1 to 3 

Section added to 
original group 

C.J?0662-claims 1 to 5 
C.J70889-claims 1,2,3,5 
C.J70890-claims 1 and 2 

Sub total 24 claims 

Beauchastel 1-78 
C.J66?60-claims 1 to 5 
C.J70890-claims 3 to 5 
C.J70891-claims 1 to 3 

Sub total 11 claims 

Beauchastel ~--78 
C.J?2072-cl~ims 1 to 6 
C.J72071-claim 1 

Sub total 7 claims 

Totals 1+2 claims 

Old series. 
mining blocks 

Beauchastel 
'I'ownship 

B 1 o ck s H !I ~J , 19 , 
U,V,L and 

Sections of 
blocks 2?.,2J,O 

and 157 

Blocks 10,11, 
12~1J,14,152,z, 
and Range 4, 
Lots 8,9,10 

Block B and 
part of Range 5 
IJots 1 to 6 

Epprox1mate area covered by 

water land 

negligible 

1~8 e1 ha 

(109.8 acres) 

.1~6 .4 ha 

( 11.'.:# .. 7 acres) 

:)1.;-._5 ha 

(224~.5 acres) 

.370 • .3 ha 

(915 acres) 

112·.2 ha 

(286.2 acres) 

50 . .3 ha 

(124.) acres) 

532.8 ha 

(1.32.5.5 acres) 

'I'otal 
area 

.3'10 • .3 ha 

(915 acres) 

160.J ha 

(396 acres) 

96.7 ha 

(239 acres) 

· 627.3 ha 

(1.550 acres) 
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PHYSICAL FEATURES 

Average elevation of the region under investigation is 

approximately 300 m·(lOOO feet). Occasional knolls or inter-

mittent ridges give the area variable low to intermediate 

relief. Elevation variation within the area is not great, 

with a maximum relief of approximately 90 m (JOO feet). 

Surface waters in the study area and vicinity drain down 

the creeks an.d streams into the three lake basins partially 

on the properties. The lru(es drain through Lake Renaud south-

ward via the Ottawa River into the G~eat Lake system (F'igure J). 

~J:lhe · to:pogra:phy and vegetation cover are quite variable. 

Figure 4 indicates the major topographic features. 

'l'hree sections of the study area and vicinity are, 

to~ogrz.phic These sactic,ns ara 

located southeast of the st.udy area (Kekeko Hills) a.n.d in the 

northeast a_n.d northwest corners of the Beauchastel 2-77 

property (Plate 1). These sections of high ground are 

typified by large expanses of relatively unobscured rock out-

crop with occasional cl~~ps of jack pine or other scrubby 

softwoods in the surface depressions. As in all berea~ 

f'orests, large populations of lichens and mosses cover the 

surfaces of the rocks. 

Large areas of swampy, low-lying ground are located 

primarily along the edges of the lake system on the Beauchastel 

1~-78 property; on Beauchastel 1-78, at the head of Lake Renaud 

where I.;a};:e Mud and ltJasa creeks flow. into the lake; and in the 

center and southeast corner of the Beauchastel 2-77 property. 



Figure J. General surface water drainage pattern on the 

Beauchastel study area, Arntfield, .Quebec. 

Explanation: 
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Figure 4. General topographic f'eatures of the Beauchastel 

study area, Arntfield, Quebec. 
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Plate 1. View south across the eastern side of the 
Beauchastel 2-77 property. Village of Arntfield 
and t~ekeko Hills in the background. Photograph 
indicates the low, swampy ground tY})icaJ. in the 
center of the property. Photograph ta~en from 
the large outcrop on the northeast corn1~r. 
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The swamps between the lakes on Beauchastel 4-78 are 

_particularly wet, with cattails -(and minor sedges) as the 

primary vegetation cover. The other swamps on the property 

are not as wet; these areas· are primarily populated by 

heavy growths of alders and other shrubby hardwoods. 

A series of old farm fields with a series of beaver 

ponds and swamps running north-south is located in the west

central Pal"'t o:f the Beauche.stel 2~·77 property. The fields 

are becoming overgroV'm with a succession of hardwood shrubs 

and small conifers (Plate 2). 

On the southwest corner of the Beauchastel 2-77 property 

extending south into the Beauchastel 1-78 property and just 

to the north of the Beauchastel 1-78 property are located old 

tailings po:adB. 7he Be ·caili:ngs ponds were 1.n use when the 

Francoeur and Arntfi.eld Gold Mines were in operation. The 

ponds now take the form of well-packed, deeply grooved flats 

composed of fine grains varying in size from sand to silt. 

The deep grooves on the surface of the sand flats are erosion 

features formed as the surface runoff carries the fine 

particles out of the darr~ed ponds to areas of lower elevation. 

Forest vegetation cover generally falls into two 

categories, (1) hardwood forest with a population of 

intolerant hardwoods primarily birch and poplar species or 

(2) mixed f'orest with a population of both coniferous and 

deciduous species including fir, spruce, pine, birch. poplar, 

·alders, and the occasional maple. This vegetation cover is 

the result of' environmental influences, the major ones being 



lJ 

Plate 2. View from the farm in the center of the Beauchastel 
2-77 property towards the large set of outcrops on 
the high ground in the northeast corner of the 
property. 



(1) distribution of soil cover (glacial drift) and (2) 

repeated forest burnings. Understory growth is typically 

heavy. 
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Outcrop exposure is estimated to be approximately one 

quarter of the surface area. Natural outcrop exposures can 

be predicted with a substfu!tial degree of accuracy, being 

almost exclusively on topographic highsf lake shores, or 

in areas of changing relief (Plate J). Other outcrop 

exposures are found where Man has influenced the surficial 

environment:.such as along rights-of-way of roads, railroads 

and power lines. The limited outcrop exposure and logs of 

diamond clrillings indicate the substantial mantle of glacial 

drift material covering most of the area ranges in thickness 

to 25m (80 feet). 

Surface water supply i8 abundant and should "bs sufficient 

to provide for some industrial purposes such as a diamond 

drill program. At present, there would appear to be no 

conflict with other land or water uses and a drilling program 

or mining operation. 

MINING HISTORY 

The study area and immediate vicinity have been the site 

of fairly intensive, and successful, gold mining activity 

intermittently from about 1905 to the late 1940's when both 

money and manpower ran out because of the economic stresses 

created by \vorld War II. Data obtained by these mines in 

their last days of operation give reasonable indication of 

the presence of mineable gold ore at depth. The gold mines 



Plate J. PhotogTaph indicating tJ~ical lakeshore outcrop 
morphology. Photograph of diorite outcrops on 
the southern shore of ·Lake King of the North, 
Beauchastel 4-78 property. 

15 
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have complicated, somewhat poorly documented history. Many 

of the mine records have been lost since the mining opera

tions ceased. General information can, however, be obtained 

from mining reports submitted to the government and from 

reports written by staff of governmen~ agencies. 

One of the earliest gold mines operated in northwestern 

Queoec was located just outside the study area, to the south 

of the southwestern corner of the Beauchastel 4-78 property 

approximatel~r one-half kilometre (one-third mile) south of 

the southern shore of Lake King of the North approximately 

250 metres ( 800 feet) from the easi.~ern end of l1ake Fortune 

toward I...;a}::e Renaud. This mine has had two names, the Lake 

Fortune Gold Mine and the Renfort Gold Mine {Figure 2). 

along with the deposit in Larder Lake, Ontario, in the summer 

of 1906. The deposit located in the Lake Fortune Shear Zone 

has been interpreted to be a part of the major Horne Creek 

Fault System, in turn related to the regional structure, the 

Val d • Or-Larder La..'!te Break. 

The Pontiac and Abitibi Mining Company carried on the 

first development work on that mine from 1907 to 1910. From 

1910 to 1914 the property was worked by the Union Abitibi 

Mining Company~~ Details·regarding the nature o:f the develop

ment work done on the property in these early years are not 

readily available from the literature. The-Lake Fortune 

Mining Company v.ras formed and took control of the property 

in 1922. During this year, the mine workings were drained 

and sampled (Bruce, 193J). 
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In 1923, yet another company took over control of the 

mine property, a company called Towagmac Exploration Company 

Limited. In subsequent years ~his company did much devel.op

ment work on the property. The surface was examined by 

stripping and trenching. Later, a 1.50-foot ( li-6 m), two-

compartment, inclined shaft was sunk into the shear zone at 

an attitude of 55° from the horizontal on a North azimuth. 

Associated with this shaft were .5.50 feet (170 m) of lateral 

workings. 

ToVlagmac Exploration Company Limited carried out an 

extensive diarnond drilling program in 1926 and 1927 to try 

to delineate the ore zone. Encouraging assay results were 

obtained. An ore body was delineated at between JOO-and .500-

-to 0 + ( 9 ,-. -· ' r: ,-, ~ '; 
.L .., v ·~v u1 J depth, 

width and being approximately .500 feet (150.m) long (Quebec 

Bureau of Mines,- 1927). Operations at the mine ceased about 

1930 fer some unexplained reason. 

In 1934, Lake Fortune Gold I;f!ines, Limited was formed, 

::tnd work 2.t the· mine rcsu_rned during the summer. v·Jork during 

the year included the construction of several new mine 

buildings, the acquisition of electrical power for the mine, 

installation of a large compressor, and finally the installa-

tion of a larger capacity hoist. During the same summer, 

though late in the season, another vertical, two-compartment 

shaft was sunk into the shear zone approximately .500 feet 

(1.50 m) east of Lake For ·lne. By December, the shaft had 

reached a depth of 365 feet (110m), the first level was 
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driven at a depth of 355 feet (108m) (Quebec Bureau of 

Mines, 1934). Considerable surface trenching across the 

shear zone revealed encouraging assay values. In addition 

the company drilled 15 diamond drill holes from the surface 
\J 

to intersect the shear zone. Those 15 drill holes totaled 

6675 feet (2035 m) in length (Fritzsche, 1934). 

A second vertical shaft was completed to a depth of 490 

feet (150 rr1), in addition to the establishment of a second 

level at th2 465-foot ( ll}Q m) depth in 19 35. This same year, 

the mine did a consideJ:"able amount of cross-cutting, and 

drifting was completed on both levels (Quebec Bureau of Mines, 

1935). 

Early in the summer of 1935 all mining operations were 

diccontin~ed- The ffiinG ~e~~incd clvsed foL ffi@1Y years, with 

no record of any work being done on the property (Quebec 

Bureau of Mines, 1935)e 

In 1944, Renfort Gold Mines Limited dewatered the old 

shafts. There is, however, no record that the mine actually 

was reworked and ·put back into production. A magnetic survey 

was run over the property, as well as other geophysical 

surveys. A large diamond drilling program was initiated, 

which resulted in the sinking of' approximately J6 holes 

representing a total of 14 691 feet (4480 m) of drilling 

{Quebec Bur-eau of Mines, 1944). 

During 1945, 15 holes were completed, totaling a further 

length o:f 8120 feet {2480 m) (Quebe.c Bureau of Mines, 1945). 

11he completion of the drill program in 1945 is the last 

rc~ference to the mine that could be located in the literature. 
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The above history is a sy:nt_hesis from several" reports. 

The information contained in those reports did not always 

agree with information contained in other reports. The 

reasons_ for these discrepancies are not clear. 

The Arntfield Gold Mine operated. within the boundaries 

of the study area; the collars of its three shafts are 

located in aJ1 east-west orientation across the center of the 

Beauchastel 2~-77 property (Figure 2). These shafts are 

located on the rrancoeur-A.rntfield Shear Zone, which hosted 

the gold mineralization. 

The mine propert~l was staked late in 1923 by F. S. 

Arntf'ield. Surface exploration on the property showed 

encouraging results, so the exploration program was initiated. 

In the summer of 1924~ a number of trenches were _nu-s across 

the surface exposure of the Francoeur-Arntfield Shear Zone. 

The trenching yielded assay values as high as 0.10 oz~/ton 

gold and 0.10 oz./ton silver. All the mineralization detected 
I 

• on the property was located d~ sseminated in the schist zone in 

the shear. Twel "'re diamond drill holes totalling a length of 

3000 feet (910 m) were also drilled in 1924 from the surface 

to intersect, trace, and evaluate the shear zone. These 

drill holes were drilled from the north side of the shear zone 

with &.11 but one of the holes drilled at angles of 60° or 45° 

from the horizontal, in a southerly azimuth. This drilling 

progr~~ evaluated a 4000-foot (1220 m) section of the shear 

zone in ·which the mineralized zone varied in width from 60 to 

100 feet (19-JO m). This same year, suitable road access to 
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the property was constructedt and, as well, several buildings 

were constructed (Quebec Department of Mines, 1924-). 

Although the exploration program on the property is 

kno~n to have continued in 1925, there is no record of the 

results obtained. The company changed its name from the 

Arntfield Syndicate to Arntfield Gold Mines Limited.. This 

same year~ Porcupine Goldfields Development and Finance 

Company of London, England, was given an op.tion on the 

property (Quebec Bureau of Mines, 192_5). 

Porcupine Goldfields Development put dov.rn- a series of 

four drill holes in 1926, totalling approximately 2050 feet 

(62_5~m). This drilling extended the knovvn ore-bearing zone 

westward, to over 6000 feet (18JO m) in length {Arntfield, 

1923). 

Records of the development work on the property in 1927 

seem somev1hat confused. It appears, however, that the 

Towagmac Exploration Company took an option on part of the 

property. Towagmac drilled 1291 feet of core and did a 

considerable amount of trenching on the western extremity of 

the property (Fritzsche and Armstrong, 1927). 

About the fall of 1929) the first vertical, two-compart

ment exploration shaft was sunk into the Francoeur-Arntfield 

Shear Zone. This first shaft can still be located on the 

Beauchastel 2-77 property as a large "glory hole" just to the 

south of the main road across the property, just to the east 

of the v1estern boundru .... y of the property ... There is little 

detailed information regarding this first shaft. 
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It appears that, after completion of the exploration 

shaft, the rr1ine closed and remained dormant until 1935 when 

the first production figures were compiled (Table 2). A 

second, inclined (-45°N) shaft was completed at an attitude 

of l~5° from the horizontal on approximately a North azimuth, 

and then a third shaft was sunk. No data on this shaft were 

available for the early period of its existence (Ambrose,1945). 

The Arntf'ield Gold rliine went into production early in 

193.5. In this yea::c, development continued on the inclined 

(-h5°N) Nu.mber 3 shaftt a total mining distance of 4553 feet 

(1390 m) .- As well, 6002 feet (1830 m) of surface and 7740 feet 

( 2360 m) of undergrou."'ld diamond drilling were completed. The 

calculated ore reserve at the mine as of December Jl was 

112 400 Lo1is ( 101 963 tonnes) of a grade of u. 2.4 oz./ton 

gold. Th.:Ls reserve included. 97 400 tons {88 360 tonnes) above 

the 375-foot (115m) level. 

Gold production continued from 1936 to 1940. During this 

period, production increased at a steady rate with calculated 

ore reserves of 123 800 tons {1!"2 310 tonnes) @ 0.162 oz./ton 

gold above the 650-foot (200 m) level in 1936, 138 700 tons 

(125 830 tonnes) @ 0.143 oz./ton in 1937, and finally 252 000 

tons (228 610 tonnes) @ 0.120 oz./ton. The production figures 

:for this period can be found in Table 2 (Oille, 1947). 

The mining· continued from 1940 to 1942; however, the 

company was falling further into debt with losses increasing 

-as each ::,rear went by. On April 10, . 1942, the Arntfield Gold 

Mines suspended operations when the bar~s refused to meet the 



'l,able 2. Arntfield gold mine production figures (Oil.le, 1947). 1 

1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 19Ll-l 1942 Totals 

Tons milled 26 082 67 881 65 692 9 c ? ~-9 :J '-.) 121 730 84 L~25 L~5 111 2J 809 529 989 
Daily rate 165 186 180 . 2d.l JJL;- 293 182 222 

(tons) 

Grade 0.16:?. 0.143 
(oz./ton) 

0.120 OalOO 0.148 

Average fade 6.8) .5.1) 4.53 4.:21 J .. 88 3·75 3·78 ).80 
($/ton 

Recovered grade 
($/ton) 

6.83 4.50 ).64 )v69 3jl7 J.27 ).86 4.26' 

'I'otal cost/ton 5·31 6.0) 4.Jl.} 3. 61-1- J.91 
($) 

Ore reserves 
(tons) 

123 800 138 700 2.52' 000 120 000 54.971 

Production value 
($) 

178 045 30.5 679 238 819 351 6?6 )86 232 276 3.37 174 059 101 486 2 012 333 

Gold produced 5 037.48 8 706.75 6 801.89 9· 960 ~B;?. 10 660.60 ' 7 168.0.5 2 622.06 50 957.65 
.(oz.) 

Silver produced 505o24 1 958.03 2 520. :~6 2 
(oz . • ) 

.5.35-13 2 300.54 9 819. :1o 

lNo production in 1946 and 1947, although there was activity at the mine. 
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payroll. In August, 19 \f-1-, the 350-ton-per-day ( J20 tonne) 

_capacity mill was offered for sale to help pay some of the 

company's debts (Oille, 194?). 

In 1944, the Arntfield Mining Corporation was formed . 

In May, a drilling program was initiated to explore further 

the surface geology. By the end of the year, the Number 2 

shaft had been dewaterecl and put back into operation6 A 

detailed geological study of the ·workings had been completed 

as we11. An exploratory cross--cut was driven north :from the 

Number 2 workings en the 1075-foot (JJO m) level for a 

distance . of 26? feet (80 m), At the end of the cross-cut 

a diam.ond drill station was established, a1'1d a fan-sha.ped, 

downward-oriented series of 14 holes was drilled to search 

l'o:.c.· Lhe extensio·r'l of the o:ce bociy in the shear zone# This 

diamond drilling program revealed much mineable, ore-grade 

classes below the 1075-foot C330 m) level (Table J ) ( Oille, 

1947) . 

The results of the 1075-foot (330 m) level drilling 

pr0€,"1.""am led to the· sinking of· a· three-compartment internal 

shaft from the end of the 1075-foot (JJO m) level cross-cut 

in 191~-5. This internal shaft 1 called the "4-11'Jinze", was 

sunk 320 feet (100m). Two levels were established (4-100 

and 4-200 levels) below the 4-Winze level. A total of 593 

feet (180m) of drifting and cross-cutting was completed on 

the two newly established levels. There was no production 

from tbe mine in either 1945~ 1946, . or 1947 (Quebec Depart

ment of Mines, 1946; Steward, 19Ll·?). 
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Table 3G Results· of·exploration drilling program below the 
end of the 1075-foot level cross-cut, Arntfield 
Gold Mine, Number 2 Shaft, 1944. 

Depth of 
Hole Core intersection Gold 

no. length below 1075 assay 
(feet) (feet) (oz./ton) 

769 L.v. 1 

770 2.8 146 0.39 

771 2.9 15.5 0.24 

772 L.v. 
'773 --- L.v. 
774 7·7 108 O.Jl 

77.5 ).6 155 0.46 

776 J..1'" V. 

779 L.v. 
782 19.5 186 0.237 

783 9·.5 21.5 0.19 

7Bll- 12.6 182 0.2) 

797 2.6 20.5 0.20 

804 L.v. 

lr-1. V. means low values. 

(Oille, 1947) 
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Mining operations were suspend~d by New Arntfield Mines 

Limited early in 1947 ( Steward1 19li·7), the last closure of the 

mine. Since that date, there has been no mining activity on 

the property6 The new ore body identif'ied before the mine 

closed vvas never exploited. The current price of gold pro

vides good incentive for further exploration and/or develop-. 

ment arour.td the identified ore body. 

The horizontal projections of the approximate locations 

of the mine workings of the Arntfield Gold Mine can be seen 

on the detailed geological survey map of the Beauchastel 2-77 

property included in the pocket of this report (Figu.re 5). 

·On the v;estern extension of the Francoeur-Arntfield Shear 

Zone to the west of the study area was located yet another 

series of mine shafts~ rPhe J?rencoeur ·Gold Mine was apcrational 

at approxim:ately the same time as the other mines in the area. 

The history of this mine, as with the other mines, is 

complicated and, because it is not located in the study 

area, is not described. 

J>REVIOUS GEOLOGICAL \~JORK 

Much geological work has been done in the region of the 

Beauchastel study area. The most primitive mapping in•.restiga-

tions were done by prospectors during the preparation for the 

mining activity in the ~rea. As described above, much of 

work was done during the period from approximately 1907 to the 

late 1920's. The information obtained from these early surveys 

is very sketchy. The terrain description and location of out-

crop .exposures is "'lery good; however, the descriptions of the 
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various rock types encountered are not very detailed. Much 

.of the data obtained from these ·surveY:s may have been 

destroyed or lost in the interim period, leaving the 

appearance of incompleteness. 

In 1933, E. L. Bruce, under the Quebec Bureau of Mines, 

produced a report on the region including a surficial 

geological map and a preliminary examination of the active 

mining operations. 

In 194·0, G. S. MacKenzie, under the Quebec Department of 

Mines, mapped and described the surficial geology of the areas 

to the east and west o:f that described by Bruce in 193.3· Part 

of the Lake Fortune map area described in MacKenzie's report 

over laps \Vi th the are a being examined in this paper. 

After working as mipe geologist, fi~st at thc·Arntfield 

Gold Mine then as the Francoeur Gold IV1ine, S. E. Malouf wrote 

a Ph.D. thesis at McGill University in 1941. In the thesis, 

Malouf described in detail the geology of the two gold mines. 

This thesis is a valuable piece of work because its interpre

tations are not only dravm from the surface exposures of the 

geology but in addition include data obtained from detailed 

examinations of the tmderground workings. 

In 1945, J. w. Ambrose and S. A. Ferguson working under 

the Geological Survey of Canada again mapped and examined the 

mining operations in the region. This paper was essentially 

written as the Canadian Government's version of the reports 

produced by Bruce and MacKenzie. 
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The final major published work dealing with the geology 

of the study area was written in 1948 by E. A. Hart, and 

J. E~~ Gill. This paper was written for the Canadian Institute 

of' Mining and Metallurgy as a general description of the 

geology and structure of the Arntfield Gold Mine to be used 

as a comparison with several other ore deposits in Canada. 

The paper by Hart and Gill in 1948 was the last paper 

dealing specifically with the geology of the western 

Beauchastel Tovmship region for many years. In 1977, as 

part of a major regional project accessing the geology of 

northwestern Quebec, the Minist~re des Richesses naturelles 

of Quebec produced a large scale (1:10 000) geological 

compilation map of the study area. This map (Carte De 

Compilation Geoscienti:fiq_ue) is a.dequa-ce -for a large-scale 

examination of the region; however, for detailed geological 

examinations the map is not sufficient. 

In 19?8. Noranda Explor2.tio1:. Corr.pany.Limited undertook 

an exploration program on the properties making up the study 

area. One drill hole was sut1.k on the Beauchastel 2-77 

property to try to intersect the ore zone located in the 

1075-f'oot (330 m) level drilling of the mid 1940's. The 

drill hole, AR~78-1, with a total depth of 1630 feet (497 m), 

did not mru~e ru1 intersection with the ore zone. Late that 

same year, Noranda put down two, shallow, x-ray, diamond 

drill holes in the northeastern corner of the Beauchastel 

.1-78 property near the center of the ·study area. Also, 

several geophysical surveys were run over the northern 



section of the study area ( Deauchastel 2-77), inclu.ding 

induced polarization, VLF electromagnetics (Radem), and 

magnetics. Finally, in the summer of 1979, a detailed 

surficial geological mapping survey was carried out. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
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The main purpose of this thesis is to provide an 

internally consistent description of the su~ficial geology 

exposed in the study area. The project includes the prepara

tion and interpretation of' a set of three deta~led geologic 

maps, one of each property included in the study area; 

general descriptions of" the rock lithologies encountered 

in the study area; and an analysis and evaluation of struc-

tural dat2. acquire d. b:,r ~easurere.9nts made c:uring th2 ::.apping 

procedure. 

The thesis project reports on information collected by 

the author during four months of field mapping during 1979·. 

The project is therefore not an academic study of one 

particular subjec_t, but instea .. d a rather detailed field 

geological report.. Det2.iled studies of any particular aspect 

were beyond the scope of this project. The only strongly 

academically oriented section of the study is an investigation 

of the relationships of the·shear and jointing patterns with 

formation of major shear zones which host the gold ore making 

this area an attractive target for exploration. 

ME~rHODS 

The field work for this project was done by the author 

during the summer of 1979 while employed as a summer project 
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geologist by Explorations Noranda Limitee of Noranda, Quebec. 

The project was supervised by D:r. w. A. Hogg, Exploration 

Manager, Quebec Division. 

Standard pace and compass procedures were utilized 

during the surficial mapping of the study area. The geologi

cal maps of the three properties included in the back pocket 

(Figures 5, 6, and 7) of thisreport are in two different 

English unit scales. The Beauchastel 2-77 property had a 

cut line grid upon it. The grid was the last English unit 

grid cut by the company. The cross-lines were placed at 

400-foot intervals along the east-west base line and run 

perpendicular to the base line. Cro;3s-lines were picketed 

at lOOA·foot intervals. To allow ease of mapping with good 

ground control 8!ld to provide compatibility with previous 

surveys it; was decided best to map the property in English 

units (200 feet to the inch) without conversion to metric 

units. 

The mapping of the Beauchastel 1-78 and Beauchastel 4-78 

properties Wc?t.S not as convenient since there was no cut grid 

placed on them, Mapping was done using lakeshores, roads, 

to\~1ship lines, and railroad rights-of-way as the basic 

grom1d control for the cross-country pace and compass 

traverses. Because the outcrop exposure in the area proved 

to be quite predictable to occur on topographic highs, 

extensive use was made of air photo coverage and topographic 

observations from the ground to choose the traverse routes. 

T-o be compatible \·Vi th the other maps· of the study area these 



two properties were again mapped English units. As the 

ground control was extremely poor, a scale of 400 feet to 

the inch was chosen. 
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The mapping incorporated all outcrops loc_ated on the 

properties, gross lithological variations in the rocks, 

measurements of representative planar structural features 

such as joints and shears, accurate locations of topographic 

features such as beaver ponds, etc., and finally the location 

of cultural features such as diamond drill collars, shaft 

collars and buildings. The position of the underground 

workings shown on the geological maps were scaled dovm from 

assorted maps provided from the files of the Ministere des 

Richesses naturelles du Quebec. 

Thin scc·tions cf the hand specimens of' some lithologies 

were cut by Noranda to facilitate identification. The 

drafting ru1d report writing was completed during the fall 

of 1979 and winter of 1980 at the Geology Department of 

Dalhousie University. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The area under investigation lies within the Abitibi 

Greenstone Belt of the Superior Structural Province of the 

Canadian Shield (Figure 1). The Abitibi Belt is crossed by 

a major structural feature in the form of a series of large, 

east-west-trending, discontinuous, sinuous ·strike-slip 

faults and shear zones. The region in the broad vicinity of 

the study a~ea is well-kn.own throughout the world for the 

lar·ge number of gold mines (including the Renfort, Arntfield, 

ai"1.d Francoeur Gold Mines) along this series of faults and 

sheetr zones knovm generally as the Val d 1 Or-Larder Lake 

Breal;.:. Tllc;Se 1nines a.s a. :cu.le exploit the t!cunou1ic: gold 

mineralization associated with "dilation zones" formed in 

the ro.cks within these regional structural features. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

In general, the rocks of' the Superior Province a..."'::'e 

considered to be of Early Precambrian Age (Archean).. The 

rocks have been dated by K/Ar (Potassium/Argon) techniques 

which indicate the last major tectonic event was the earliest 

knovlri orogeny in the Pre cambrian Era, the Ken or an Orogeny 

approximately 2480 million years ago-(Douglas, 1970). Field 

relations indicate subsequent orogenies had relatively minor 

effects on the rocks of the Superior Province as compared 

with the effects of these orogenies on the Canadian Shield .. 
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The effects of this tectonic activity on the rocks will be 

.dealt with in a little greater detail later in this chapter. 

The rocks of the Superior Province have been categorized 

by Latulippe, et al., (1979) into three major subdivisions: 

(1) Greenstone "Belts" consisting of a series of 

volcanic lava flows ranging in composition from 

mafic to felsic but primarily being of intermediate 

(andesitic) composition. Also included in this 

category are the contemporaneous intrusive bodies 

associated with the volcanic pile. 

(2) sJ~clinal troughs of primarily clastic sediments 

such as gre;y'\'tacke 1 conglomerate and sandstones 

believed to be deposited on top of the volcanic 

piles~ 

(3) Granitic intrusive bodies intruding the lava

sediment complexes. 

(Jolly, 1974) 

The Superior Province has been divided into a series of 

mappable belts and'plates on the basis of the three rock 

categories described above a.""ld the structures contained 

within them (Douglas, l970; Price and Douglas, 1972). 

However, the relationships between the belts and rocks of 

the province are very complicated and a detailed stratigraphy 

for the entire Superior Province has not been yet constructed. 

The Abitibi Belt has had its stratigraphy studied for 

man:{ years and the stratigraphy of local areas has been put 

together. It is however, very diffic~lt to correlate the 
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stratigraphy between the areas because of the discontinuous 

nature of the volcanic flows and lateral facies variations. 

The following progress reports of projects describing 

the st~atigraphy of the Rouyn-Noranda region have been 

recently published by the Ministere des Richesses naturelles 

du Quebec: Dimroth et al., 1973; Dirr~oth et al., 1974; 

Dimroth et al.., 1974; Dimroth et al., 1975; and Gelinas 

et al., 1976~ The complex stratigraphy described in these 

papers appears to be conclusive, however, it is not yet 

fully accepted by workers .i.n the region~ 

REGIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE ROUYN-NORANDA REGION 

The Pxchean volcanic m1d sedimentary rock sequences 

measured thickness of close to 10 700 m (35 000 feet) 

(Douglas, 1970). The rocks of the Abitibi Belt, along with 

the other rocks of the Superior Province have been deformed 

and regionally metamorphosed by the Kenoran Orogeny (2L~80 

million years). Minor periods of deformation have occurred 

later than the Kenora..11. Orogeny v:i th minor effects on the 

rocks of the Abitibi Belt; these were the Hudsonian (1735 

million years) and the Elsonian Orogenies (~lJOO million 

years). These deformati9n periods (primarily the Kenoran 

Orogeny) deformed the volcanic-sedimentary rock sequ_ences 

into a series of broad, gentle folds with r~gionally east

west-trending ~~es generally plunging moderately to the east 

or west. The later minor deformation periods caused some 
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METAMO RPHISI.:l 

The rocks of the Abitibi Belt have been regionally 

metamorphosed during orogenic activity. The deformation 

effects on the rocks and the intensity of these effects seems 

to be differential depending upon the lithologic character 

and bedding characteristics of the basement rocks (Douglas, 

1970). 

The periods of deformation have regionally metamorphosed 

the rocks of the Abitibi Belt to greenschist facies with 



higher meta~orphic grades, such as amphibolite facies and 

_contact metamorphic hornfels in .ciose proximity. to the 

granitic intrusives. I,ocally the development of the 

metamorphism seems to be governed by the lithologic char

acter of the rocks, regional stratigraphy, proximity to 

major faults or shears, and the proximity to intrusive 

igneous bodies (Price and Douglas, 1972). 

35 
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CHAPTER J. 

GEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA 

The Beauchastel study area occupies the southern limb 

of a regional east-west-trending syncline, the axis of vvhich 

lies immediately to the north. The basement rocks are a· 

series of east-west-striking, northerly dipping (approximately 

40° to 60°),. lens-like volcanic flows of the Abitibi Greenstone 

Belt. These intermediate to felsic flows have been intruded 

by intermediate to basic igneous bodies of various descrip-

tions. In the east-southeast section of the property, the 

volcanics (a.nd intrusives ?) are uncomformably overlain by a 

late-deuosited series of clastic sediments. 

The volca.,.~ic pile is cut by at least two separate 

regional east-west trending shear zones. These shear zones 

are of prime interest to any geological investigation of this 

area because they provide the structural control for the gold 

ore. 

The detailed geology of· the three properties comprising 

the Beauchastel study area is sho~n in Figures 5 ( Beauchastel 

2-77; 6 (Beauchastel 1-78); 7 (Beauchastel 4-78) located 

in the rear pocket. It should be noted here.that, due to the 

disconnected configuration of the 
_._. ._._ . properLles, lL 1s 

nearly impossible to draw any major conclusions regarding the 

geology between them. 
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STRATIGRAPHY 

The rocks exposed in the study area have been interpreted 

by previous workers to be of Archean or Proterozoic Age 

(Gunning and Ambrose, 1940; Wilson, 1962). The general 

stratigraphy worked out for the region is tabulated in 

'fable 4, the simplest and most generally accepted stratigraphy 

used by most present workers in the region. 

Keewatin Series, Blake Riv~r Group 

The oldest and most abundant rocks in the.Beauchastel 

study area are the volcanics of the Keewatin Series~ Blake 

River Group. The volcanic flows of this group regionally 

strike approximately east-west. The dip of' the flows is some-

what mors d-tf:ficul t to ascertain, due to the pooJ."' ex;)osure and 

lack of visible bedding. The contacts between the flows were 

either covered, _or so gradational· that no clean contact could 

be outlined. These observations are similar to those of others 

that have worked in the area. The regional dip of the flows, 

obtained f"!'om diamond drill data or from observations made 

within the miT1e workings when they vtel"'e operational, average 

approximately 4.5° to .50° to the north. 

The exposures of the discontinuous, apparently lens-like, 

interfingering volcanic flov1s of this group are sparse. 'l1he 

lack o:f continuous well-exposed outcrop combined v:i th extreme 

variability in flow lithology both along the apparent regional 

strike, as well as stratigraphically, made the mapping and the 

correlation difficult and inconclusive. 



Table 4·. Formations in region including study area. 

Era or period 

Cenozoic 

Proterozoic 
(Late Precambrian) 

Series or group 

Post-Glacial 
Glacial 

Lithologies 

Stratified clay, sand and gravel 
Boulders,. g.cavel, sand and boulder clay 

Unconformity 

Cobalt Group 

Quartz diabase-gabbro dykes 
Olivine diabase-gabbro d~ces 
Quartz diabase-gabbro 

.[ntrusive Contact 

Conglomerate and greywacke 
·-----------------.-·f-·~ 

Archean 
(Early Precambrian) 

Unconformity 

Post-Timiskaming 

Quartz diabase-gabbro ? 

Intrusive Contact 

Lamprophyre dykes 
Syenite porphyry dykes, sills and masses 
Potassic granite dykes and masses 
Albite granite dykes and masses 
Amphibolite . 
Quartz diorite dykes, sills and masses 
Andesite and related rocks in dykes and sills 
Rhyolite (quartz-albite) porphyry dykes and 

sills 

Intrusive Contact 



Era or period Series or group 

'l,emigkaming Series 
Cadillac Group 

Lithologies 

Conglomerate and greywacke 

Unconformity 

Pontiac Group 

Keewatin Series 
Abitibi Group 

BJ.ake River Group 
Kewagama Group 
Malartic Group 

Amphibolite 
Quartz diorite dykes, sills and masses 
Andesite and related rocks in dykes and.sills 
Rhyolite dykes and sills 
Rhyolite (quartz-albite) porphyry dykes and 

sills 

Intrusive Contact 

Mica schist, amphibolite, arnphlboli te-sc0-ist,· 
andesite and andesite tuff 

Volcanic rocks 
~~·e diments 
Volcanic rocks 

Adapted froH\ Gunning and Ambrose, 1940, and Wilson, 196.2. 



The different l-ithologies are described in order of 

decreasing abundance of exposure, not in stratigraphical 

order, due to the uncertain relationships (Figures 5, 6, · 

and 7 , in back pocket of report). 

Andesites 
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The most common rock types encountered as outcrop in the 

study area are andesites (V 6) and 1:..elated v·ariables with 

basically andesi tic composition (e.g., V 60" and V 6 0 ) • The 

outcrop morphology of the andesitic lithologies assisted in 

the identification in the field. The andesitic outcrops as 

a ge:r.1era.1 rule exhibit considerably less shattering and 

fracturing due to their less competent nature compared to 

hardness ( s.oft, so it could be scratched by · a good quality 

knife blade) as .well as color and texture were the prim2..ry 

criteria used for macroscopic identification in the field. 

As a general rule the relative hardness of the rock would 

give an indication of relative qusrtz content. Obviously 

alteration by metamorphic or weathering could ·influence the 

hardr1ess of the rock, but for the field identifications these 

factors were taJ~en into consideration. 

The andesites (V6) in the study area are as a rule 

relatively soft, presw~ably indicating an intermediate quartz 

content. J..~hE; colors of the andesites are variable ranging from 

a light to rrlediu!n gl"'een~ Grain size textr ,,., vari8s from medium 

to fine with the greatest proportion falling in the former 

category. Microsco1Jically, in general,· the andesites contain 
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significant quantities of magnetite (~10-15 percent), and 

major amounts of orthoclase, plagioclase, some free quartz, 

and amphiboles usually in the ~orm of hornblende. Chlorite 

is very abundant in all samples, in general as the alteration 

product of the feJiomagnesian minerals, influencing the dark-

ness of the green color~ 

~Phe lithologies of the andesi tic flow units are subtly 

variable throughout the study area. The internal variations 

within the flow units cannot be traced over great distances. 

Several of the more common, notable lithological 

variations of the andesites are listed below. No order of 

abundance is implied. 

Sil.icified :~.:-.~.de site (v,:::.,-< ' These roc1~s bear a striking 
~~-.,._._, -.... ~~ •·'--·- .......... , ...... __ ......... ::. .... ._._ ---~--~+_:_~~~: _ _:_ • 

resembla;.!ce to the "normal .a...~desi te'' with respect -to color, 

texture, grain size, and textures The major difference is 

that these rocks are very hard, similar to what one would 

expect to encounter v1i th a more siliceous extrusive. These 

rocks, in field examination, apl?ear to possess a higher quartz 

content. The question at the time was whether the higher 

quartz content was due to an initial greater silica content 

or due to post depositional alteration. The author assumes 

from observation and personal communication with other workers 

in the region that the rocks have been hydrothermally 

silicified. Microscopically the silicified andesites seem 

to be similar in composition to the "normal andesite", how-

ever, they have a much greater proportion of very fine-grained 

qu.artz, and a marginally greater prop.ortion of chlorite. 
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Porphyritic Andesite (V60) .. These andesites are fairly 

typical except they contain small (4 mm) plagioclase feldspar 

prywhyroblasts. i/Iacroscopically, the feldspar porphyroblasts 

do not have any preferred orientation. No thin section was 

made of this lithology. Some of these fine-grained andesite 

porphyries exhibit microlitic and occasionally tracl1 tic 

textures in the matrix. 

Carbonatized Andesite (V6'). The basic appearance of 

this rock type is again quite similar to that of the "normal 

andesite"; however, it seems to have been altered or 

penetrated with calcite. In addition, microscopically there 

seems to be a much greater proportion of alteration to 

pyrite. This carbonatized lithology was encountered OD~Y in 

the general vicinity of the Lake Fortune shear zone. It is 

therefore highly probable that the access for the carbonate 

to the rock was afforded by the channels formed by the shear-

ing of the country rock. ThE. thin section seems to indicate 

the :rock ho.s undergone a minor amou~"lt of shearing, because 

a poorly developed foliation of the chlorite and sericite 

and stretching of the pyrite in one direction is visible. 

Amygdaloidal Andesite (V60). These rocks are more 

fine-grained than many of the other andesites encountered. 

Microscopically they have a higher plagioclase feldspar 

content and the laths exhibit microlitic textures. The 

small spherical or elongate amygdales are filled vti th finely 

crystalline, interlocking quartz ·grains, occasional large 
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pyrite grains, and small chlorites. Chlorite alteration 

seems to be more strongly developed in the andesite near the 

margin of the amygdules. 

Sheared Andesites (V6 X( or V61). In outcrop these rocks 

appear quite different from the other andesites in the area. 

~rhese roc};:s have been dynamically deformed to such a severe 

extent that they now have the extreme platy appearance of 

a phyllite or schist. The rocks in the shear zones weather 

so heavily on the surface that it is difficult to obtain a 

sizable sa~ple because the rock splits readily into thin 

plates (Plate 4). Quartz veinlets between the foliation plates 

are commons Microscopically the rocks appear to be almost 

totally composed of q_uP.rt'6 present both in th2 rock :.tself 

and in fine veinlets; chlorite, sericite, and carbonate in 

:foliations; and disseminated opaque minerals, ·such as 

magnetite, pyrite, and hematite. 

There is one other major andesite lithology present on 

the property. Its physical appearance is not related to its 

deposition but instead to its post-depositional deformation. 

These are the sheared andesites found in close proximity to 

the major shear zones traversing the study area. 

The exact original composition of these rocks is not 

kno~n; however, since many of the flows in the vicinity of 

the shear zones are of ru1desitic composition and the shear 

zones seem to trend sub-concordantly along the flow contacts 

(Malouf, 1941), it seems probable that the dynamically deformed 

rocks in the shear zones are originally of andesitic composition. 



Plate 4. Platy appearcmce of sheared andesites where 
exposed in trench across Francoeur-Arntfiel.d 
Shear Zone outcrop located on Beauchastel 2-77 
property, Line 12E, 6 North. 

44 
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The Ministere des Richesses naturelles du Quebec took 

two drill core samples from Noranda Explorations drill hole 

AR-78-1 which is located roughly in the center of the 

BeauchB.:stel 2-77 property. The whole rock chemical analyses 

on both of these samples, which under. the hand sample class

ification system used in this project would fall in the 

category of fine-grained, slightly porphyritic andesite 

(intermediate volcanic). The results of these analyses are 

shown in Table 5 • 

On the basis of average SiOz (silica) content, these 

rocks would fall chemically broadly in the category of 

intermediate volcanic rocks, which include andesites ( 11able 6 ) • 

If thesP. tv,ro samples were classified solely on the basis of 

their Si02 content, they would ~all in trie rhyodacite to 

dacite rfu'1ge (Table 7). \'\1hile classifying these rocks 

solely according to their chemical content, it should be 

remembered that the rocks in this region are not fresh and 

essentially unaltered, as were the rocks in the tabulated 

analyses. The rocks of this region have been considerably 

altered and/or metamorphosed to varying degrees. It is 

likelys taking their alteration component into consideration, 

that the rock analyses do not reflect the true chemical 

che::u"'acter of the originally deposited rock but instead give 

an enriched value for SiOz if the rocks have undergone 

silicification or give a reduced value if the rocks have 

had their silica leached out. 
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Table 5. \'lhole rock chemical analyses of two rock samples 
from the AR-78-1 diamond drill hole, Beauchastel 
2-77 property, Arntfield, Quebec. 

Parameter 

Major Element Oxides (wt. %) 
Si02 
Al203 
Fe2o3 FeO 
MgO 
CaO 
Na20 
K20 
Ti02 
Pz05 
C02 
Iv1n0 
H20 
s 

Total 

Minor Elements 
Au (oz./ton) 
Ag (oz./ton) 
Cu (ppm) 
zn. (ppm) 
Pb (ppm) 
Ni (ppm) 
Ti (ppm) 
Ba (ppm) 
As (ppm) 

Classification when logged by 
Dr. l1. A. Hogg 

Classification by this author 
in present project 

Depth in drill hole 

121 feet 

66.60 
12.50 

2.2.5 
2 .90" 
1.13 
2.60 
6.50 
0.13 
1.19 
0.18 
1 • .50 
0.11 
1.40 
O.OJ 

99.02: 

o.oo6 
0.018 

71 
70 

7 
Tr 

J 
28 

0.2 

Trachyte 

Andesite 

771 feet 

64.00 
11.05 

3-15 
2.45 
0.8.5 
4.65 
J.30 
2.10 
0.95 
0.14 
4.46 
0.10 
2.20 
0.02 

99,42 

0.002 
0.002 

73 
37 

2 
Tr 

3 
220 

1 

Syenite-Trachyte 

Andesite 



Table 6. Average Si02 (silica) content in a general rock 
classification system. 

ACID Si02 > 66 percent 

Example: gra.""li tes (average 72 percent); granodiorites 
( 67 percent) 

INTERMEDIATE Si02 52 to 6 6 percent 

Example: andesites (average 57 percent); trachytes 
( 62 percent) 

BASIC S.i.02 45 to 52 percent 

Ex2..rnple: basalts ( av.erage L!.S to 51 percent 

ULTRABASIC 

Example: 

Si02 < 45 percent 

peridotites (average 41 to 42 percent); 
nephelinites (40 percent) 

(Carmichael et al., 1974) 
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Table 7. Average composition (oxides, wt %) of five classes 
of volcanic rocks~* 

Constituent Rhyolite Dacite Andesite Basalt Phonolite 

Si02 7J.66 63.58 54.20 50.-83 56.90 

Ti02 0.22 0.64 l.J1 2.03 0.59 

A1203 lJa45 16.67 17.17 14.07 20.17 

Fe 2o3 1.25 2.24 3. J~.g 2.88 2.26 

FeO 0.75 3.00 5·49 9.05 1.85 

IVmO 0.03 0.11 0.15 0.18 0.19 

MgO 0.32 2.12 4.J6 6. Jh 0.58 

CaO 1.13 5·53 7·92 10.42 1.88 

Na2o 2.99 3a98 J.67 2.2J 8.72 

K20 5·35 1.40 1,11 0.82 5, L!-2 

P205 0.07 0.17 0.28 0 .2) . 0.17 

H20 0.78 0.56 0.86 0.91 0.96 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 lOO.O 100. o~-* 

*From Nockolds (1954) .. 

**Total includes 0.23~ C1 aYld 0.13% S03. 

(Ca~michae1 et al., 1974) --
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Andesite Fragmentals 

The second most common major volcanic rock division 

encountered in the study area i.s mapped under the heading of 

andesite fragmentals. This category was defined and adopted 

to include a wide range of fragmental rocks based more on 

compositivn than inferring depositional origin. The category 

of andesite fragmentals is defined to include all rocks 

containing major proportions of fragments o·f any size or 

composi t.i.on in an andesi tic matrix.. •ro divide this category 

f~urther to imply any sort of genetic mechanism· would require 

a large atllount of time and effort; thus, for the purposes of 

this~mapping project, no attempt was made to subdivide them. 

These andesite fragmentals (V6f (type of fragments)) in 

the field generally :have angular to subrounO.ed fragments of 

rhyolite or chert ( Ch) • The size of these fragments is 

variable from millimeters to several centimeters. The density 

of fragrnents in each flow unit is also variable from being 

very tightly packed autobreccia to widely spaced in flow 

breccias. Fra.grnei1.tal co:ntacts with the matrix are generally 

:fairly sharp, although on occasion the fragment margins appear 

to be heat altered, or conversely the matrix contact with the 

:fragment is chilled. 

These ~cagmental units were quite useful because they 

sometimes exhibited striking flow structures (Plate 5). 

These flow breccia units gave an indication of relative 

direction of flow i'rom which one could infer at least a 

general strike direction. 
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Plate 5· Andesite flow breccia (V6f(Vz)) with sub-angular 
rhyoli ti c fragments. FloVI direction parallel to 
long axis of photograph . Outcrop is located on 
Beauchastel 2-77 property, Line 4 West, 14 South. 
Hammer handle is approximately 40 em long. 
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,Fh;y_oli tes 

The rhyolite (s"iliceous) flow units as a general rule 

seem to alternate fairly regularly with the flow units with 

andesitic compositions though they are more common in the 

norther"'n half of the study area. The outcrop morphologies 

also assisted in the field mapping in a similar way to the 

andesi tic outcrops. ~f.lhe rhyolites and other more siliceous 

rocks are much harder ~"'1d more brittle than the andesites, 

therefore the outcrops appeared to be much more shattered and 

fractured (Plate 6). Though converse to andesites, the hard

ness of these rocks contributed major criteria to the outcrop 

identification. The rocks were categorized as rhyolites if 

the blade of a good q_uali ty knif·e would not scratch them, 

using the assumptior1 -ch2.t the hardl~ess could be used as a 

general indication of relative silica content. 

The rhyolites (V2 ) in the study area were, as a rule, 

very hard and tended to shatter in a brittle nature when 

struck with a hammer. The colors of the Val"'ious rhyolite 

lithologies varied greatly from light green to black. All 

rhyolites are very fine-grained. Microscopically most o:f the 

rhyolites contain large proportions of fine-grained granular 

quartz, larger grains of orthoclase feldspar, some plagioclase 

feldspar, epidote, and chlorite. The chlorite appears to be 

the a1 teration products of ferromagne sian mi:nerals, but it 

occurs also in the feldspar. Few opaque minerals seem to be 

present, although in some units considerable quantities of 

pyrite and magnetite were observed. 



Plate 6. Shattered rhyolite outcrop (V2). Site on line 
8 West just north of the road crossing the 
Beauchastel 2-77 property from east to west. 
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The rhyolitic units on the property are almost as variable 

-as the andesitic m1its with regard to_lithology. Most litholog

ical variations within flows could not be traced with any con

fidence over great distances. Only one major rhyolite litho

logical variation could be traced across the study area and 

accurately identified. ~~Phe 11 rhyoli te "marker" unit" is located 

in the north-central section of Beauchastel 2-77 near the north 

tie line~ This flow is mainly massive in nature but becomes 

somewhat brecciated (in large fragments) towards the west of 

the property. In hand specimen, the rocks are light green in 

color with distinctive, small feldspar laths ( 0.1 mm) and 

small spherical, black quartz-eyes (1-2 rom) (V20Q). 

Microscopically the rock is very fine-grained and is 

similar 1n com:position to many of the rhyolites in the study 

area v1ith quartz~ feldspar, and chlorite as the major com

ponents. 11ne spherical, black quru:·tz-eyes take two forms, as 

individual quartz crystals or as tightly packed aggregates of 

5 or 6 crystals. Alteration to chlorite or epidote often 

appears a~ong crystal boundaries in the quartz crystal 

aggregates~ Large feldspar crystals appear to be primarily 

orthoclase. 

Rhyolite Fragmentals 

The rhyolite fragmental category was defined in a 

manner similar to the andesite fragmental category. The basic 

assumption regarding size of fragments, shape, and genetic 

implication cf origin are identical to those outlined in the 

description of the andesite fragmentals. The category of 
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rhyolite fragmental was defined _during mapping to "include all 

rocks with major proportions of' fragments of any size or 

composition in a rhyolitic or siliceous matrix. 

Th_e rhyolite fragmental s ( V 2f (type of fr~gmen ts) ) tend 

to be quite variable in their lithologies relating to factors 

such as grain size, size and shape of fragments, composition 

of fragments, and fragment density. In general, these rocks 

have a "typical" rhyolitic matrix with a primarily cherty or 

rhyolitic fragments composition. The rocks are usually 

totally fine-grained with sharp fragment-matrix contacts. 

The rhyolite fragmental flows were used in a manner 

similar to the andesite fragmentals to indicate the general 

strike direction of the flows in the volcanic pile. 

Post-Keev.ratiq_._:?_eri.E~s - Pre-Cobalt Group Intrusives 

Several types of intrusive rocks are present in the 

Beauchastel study area. The exact age of the emplacement of 

the intrusives is a matter of some controversy and seems to 

change from area to area in the region ( GUTh"1ing and Ambrose, 

191+0; Malouf, 194-lz and Wilson, 1962)s Field relations 

indicate that some of the intrusives were possibly emplaced 

contemporaneously, but more likely the major proportion were 

emplaced post-deposition_of the volcanics of.the Blake River 

Group of the Keewatin Series. The intrusive bodies of 

compositions similar to those in the study ~ea are not 

observed to penetrate the later deposited sediments of the 

Proterozoic Age Cobalt Group. Obviously the field relations 

indicate a probable wide period of intrusive er~lacement 
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between the early and late Precambrian. No conclusive field 

relations (i.e., cross-cutting relationships) relating timing 

the emplacement of the different intrusive phases were 

observed on the study area because the intrusive rock 

exposures are isolated. 

The relative ages of the intrusive rocks are not known. 

As with the descriptions of the rocks of the Blake River Group, 

they will be described in order of decreasirig relative 

abundance. 

Diorite 

Several dioritic intrusives are exposed in the study 

area. Two dioritic bodies have been mapped in the southern 

half of the study area (Beau.chaste1 L!--78 anC. Be2~v.c:::;.st22. 1~-78 

properties). These bodies are located just.tb the south of 

Lake King of the North and I1ake Mud. The major diorite 

bodies in this section seem to have a pluton-like appearance 

with somewhat sill-like concordant pods along the edges. 

The northern half of the study area (Beauchastel 2-77 

property) has fo1.~r areas of m3.j or diorite expo.sure o The 

major '':plutonic~~ body is located in the extreme north-·west 

corner of the property. The second 11plutonicf1 or sill-like 

body is located on the main-road to the Arntfield Gold Mine 

south-east of the major tailings pond. An interpreted diorite 

dike ;vi th a general east-west trend is located in the north

west corner of the property. No surficial outcrop as evidence 

f'or the diorite was found during this mapping program but its 

approximate location is interpreted using old diamond drill 



logs, results of magnetic and induced polarization surveys, 

.and topographic observations. Just to the north-east of this 

interpreted dike, a single outcrop _of diorite .was located. 

From this outcrop and the results of the magnetic survey, 

the presence of a sill-like body was interpreted (Figure 8 

in back pocket). 

The diorite outcrops seem to have a knoll-like rounded 

type of morphology. There does not appear to be any major 

jointing trends between the diorite outcrops; however, on 

individual outcrops the jointing is blocky in nature. No 

shearing is manifest in the diorite in the vicinities of the 

shear zones (structure will be discussed later), indicating 

the shearing ~~d associated tectonic activity occurred either 

s~m.chronously or before the emplacement. 

In hand sample the diorites (2D) are massive and grey

green in color. 'J:i:he grain size tends to be variable from 

medium coarse-grained in the center of the plutonic bodies 

becoming maJ.""ginally finer grained near the edges. No contacts 

with the country rock ·were located, therefore it is not knovm 

if the edges exhibit chilling as would be expected if the 

rocks intruded a cooled volcanic pile. 

A typical diorite in thin section contains major amounts 

of large hornblende crystals (2.0 mm) to a great extent 

altered or altering to fine-grained (micrographic texture, 

0.1 mm) chlorite, small laths of plagioclase feldspar, fu~d 

scattered grains of ma;;rneti te and pyrite. There is little 

or no quartz in the rock. irhe var·iabili ty in the shade of 
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green exhibited in hand sample can be attributed to the degree 

of alteration to chlorite. 

,Quartz-Feldspar Porph;v.cy 

One large, fresh, sill-like, concordant to sub-concordant 

body of quartz-feldspar porphyry (lR) was mapped just north of 

the road on Line 8W on the Beauchastel 2-77 property. This 

sill-like intrusive is exposed for an area about 11 m (35 feet) 

wide and 61 ~n ( 200 feet) in length. Sharp contacts are visible 

both top and bottom of the proposed sill across much of the 

exposure. 

A second exposure of the intrusive porphyry in a more 

rounded, less-well-defined body is located just east of the 

large t2.ili~gs po:~~d on the Beauct.s.stel 2~77 ~rope:-""!::,.,. .. 

In hand specimen, the intrusive is somewhat .pinkish in 

color. Distinctive, white-weathering, 0.60 em, feldspar 

porphyroblasts are visible in a fine-grained matrix. No 

macroscopic preferred orientation of the feldspar porphyro

blasts is appa:--entQ 

Under the microscope, the large, vtell-formed, complexly 

twined phenocrysts can be identified as plagioclase. 1J.1he 

feldspar phenocrysts show considerable alteration to sericite, 

giving the crystals a finely poikilttic texture. A large 

proportion of the matrix of the porphyry consists of fine

grained quartz, feldspar, and sericite. Approximately 15 

percent of the rock consists of small 1 poorly formed, laths 

or aggregates of' hornblende. The hornblende is relatively 
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fresh and only locally altered to chlorite. ·Opaque minerals 

.such as pyrite and magnetite are prese_nt as disseminated 

grains scattered throughout the sample section. 

§Y.enite Porph~ 

One major, sub-concordant, pink syenite porphyry dyke 

was mapped on the Beauchastel 2-77 property. The dyke has 

an approximate northeast-wouthwest orientation and is locate 

near the north tie line on Line 4 east. The dyke has an 

apparent thickness of approximately 15 m (45 feet). True 

thickness is not knovm due to the fact that no dip measure

ment could be obtained. 

Previo~s workers in this region; such as S. E. Malouf, 

noted the occurrence of several other intrusive bodies of 

similar syeni tic· character.. They noted that the syenite is 

the youngest intrusive phase. However, clear cross-·cutting 

relationships are not observed in this study. 

In surficial ex11osure this dyke can be easily mapped due 

to its rather anomalous pink coloration and strongly porphy-

ri tic text1;re. •rhe contacts of this dyke with the sur:counding 

country rock (acid volcanics) are sharp although ragged. The 

ragged appearance of the contacts may be accounted for by the 

dyke stoping and incorporating pieces of the heavily fractured 

country rocks during Occasional ~~~~lar 

xenoliths 5-30 em in diameter can be seen in the outcropping 

dyke. 

In thin section~ the syenite porphyry is made up of 

approximately 40-50 percent coarse-grained (~6 mm), sub-
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rounded, heavily altered f'elclspar phenocrysts. Most of the 

,large phenocrysts are plagioclase feld..spar though some 

orthoclase feldspar is present. The plagiocl~se feldspar is 

strongly sericitized. The matrix of the porphyry is a fine-

grained aggregate of quartz, feldspar, sericite, chlorite, a.nd 

opaque minerals such as pyrite and magnetite. 

Cobalt Groun 

The sedimentary rocks oi' the Proterozoic (Late Precambrian) 

Age Coba~t Group are exposed on the eastern edge of the 

Beauchastel 1-78 property in the southern half of the study 

area. The rocks of this group form the major, east-west-

trending topographic feature, the Kekeko Hills (Wilson, 1962). 

Tbe c1aEtic_ sedime:::rtar:y rocks of the group ]_n the stl..J.dy 

area unconf'ormably overlie both the intrusive rocks and the · 

volcanic series of the Bla.ke River Group ( vJilson, 1962). 

Measurements taken of the bedding on the outcrops on the 

eastern shore of Lake Renaud and east of the highviay indicate 

the rocks have a general east to northeast strike and a gentle 

dip (10-15°) to the south or southeast. No direct field 

relationships between the sediments and the underlying 

volcanics and intrusives were observed since the outcrop 

exposures were separated by a great distance. However, a 

The rocks of the Cobalt Group were not exrunined in detail 

_ during this mapping program because they are considered younger 

than the Blake River Group rocks which host the gold mineral1-

zation and thus of lower priority. 
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The grey-green colored, clastic sedimentary rocks 

·outcropping on the ~akeshore and in the road cuts can be 

classified as greyvvackes. These coarse-to-fine-grained, 

poorly sorted greywackes exhibit massive and graded bedding 

but few other large-scale bedding structures. The cementation 

of the grey-wacke is very strong, because the rock is generally 

very hard and competent with large fragments which break 

through rather than around as one would expect to find in a 

poorly cemented rock. 

Thin section analysis shows the greywackes have variable 

grain size from a maximum of approximately 2.0 mm to a minimum 

of 0. Ol mm. I!lost of the clasts are angular to sub-angular vvi th 

quite sharp bounciaries.. ~~he rocks ap}Jear to have n:1d.'?.~gone 

little 2.lterations, except _a mir1or amount of' chloritization. 

rJ:he composition of the mo:nomi neralic clasts are primarily 

quartz, plagioclase and orthoclase feldspar, and occasionally 

hypersthene. Some scattered opaque mineral grains are 

present, such as pyrite cutes and magnetite. Many larger, 

more rounded fragments of intrusive rocks or Vo_lcanics a:re 

present, many of these clasts exhibit alteration characteris-

tics similar to those noted in the previous descriptions. 

The matrix a..Yld cement of the greywacke is extremely fine

grained and determination of its exact com~ osition is difficult; 

however, it appears to be a mixture of sarid grains and lithic -
fragments. 
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Cenozoic Age Deposits 

The study area has undergone a period of glaciation. 

This period of glaciation lef't a thick mantle of pleistocene 

mixed boulder till over much of the area. In the northern 

extremities of the study area there are gravel deposits of 

glacio-fluvial origin. These glacio-fluvial deposits 

consist of alternating bands of cross-bedded clastic material. 

The material in the deposits is well rounded or sub-angul2..r 

and ranges in grain size from sand to coarse gravel. 

Many of the large outcrop exposures on the three 

properties exhibit a smooth, well rounded, knoll-like 

1 ( / \ morpho ogy roches moutor~ees; ~ This morphology, at least 

in part, was develope d. b:v the passage of the glacial ice 

scr8.ping cle2.n, polishing a.1-1d plu~l:i::1g the expcsGd. boclrocke 

On several outcrops well-developed striae and grooves of 

glacial origin were observed and measured (Figure 9), The 

glacial striae measured ranged from 003° to 011° with an 

average direction of 008°. Regionally, the glacial movements 

appear to have been from the north. 

JV1ETAN~O RPHI SM 

The Arntfield study area can be, within limits, considered 

to be typical as compared to many other areas of the Abitibi. 

belt with respect to the degree of metamorphism the rocks have 

undergone {riialouf, 1941; v~ilson, 1962; and Douglas, 1970). 

The major metamorphic in:fluence on the rocks in the study area 

has been regional in nature. Only extremely rarely, in the 

contact aureoles of some of the intrusive bodies in the area, 



Figure 9. Tiiap of major glacial. striae measured on the 

Beauchastel study area, Arntfield, Quebec. 

Explanation: 

k:;;r Glacial striation· (direction unknown) 
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From genera~ observations made of the rocks in hand 

sample and selected thin sections the rocks have undergone 

only a relatively low grade of regional metamorphism, quite 

probably only to greenschist facies (Barrovian. Chlorite Zone). 

The main evidence leading to this conclusion is the presence 

of secondary minerals such as sericite, chlorite, some 

plagioclase and carbonate, in large quanti ties. These second-

ary minerals are considered to be indicative of greenschist 

f'acies me trunorphism (Jolly, 1974; and Miyashiro, 1973). 

Malouf in 1941, after a considerably more detailed investi-

gation of • ...._ -P a suJ.. t..,e o..L. rocks from the area also arrived at a 

similro~ conclusion-

The dyn2Jnically metamorphosed rocks (V61-o.-1) associated 

with the shear -z.on8 s in the study are D. a.l'"'e still_ only 

metamorphosed to greenschist facies. The major secondary 

mineral components are similar to those in the unsheared 

rocks except that the platy minerals such as chlorite and 

sericite appear to have been aligned to form foliation 

planes. These rocks from the most intensely sheared section 

of the shear zone could be classified as a well-developed 

phyllite or poorly-developed schist. The rock in hand 

sample appears to have a definite foliation, and the surfaces 

o:f the foliation have a shiny lustre, but no mica flakes are 

visible as would be expected in a well-developed schist 

(Moorhouse, 1959). In thin section some of the larger 

crystals of pyrite, quartz and feldspar ? seem to have been 

ground and fractured by the movements along the fault zone. 
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':[lhe shear zones have been a channel for the movement of 

hydrothermal solutions. The evidence supporting this theory 

is the presence of numerous qu~tz-carbonate veins between the 

foliation planes. In certain areas along the shear zones, 

primarily 'Nhere they dilate, the quartz-carbonate veins of 

hydrothermal origin car:i:"y economic gold mineralization 

(Malouf, 1941). 
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CHAPTER 4 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF THE S'l'UDY AREA 

The study area appears to be traversed by sections of 

at least two major, regional fault systems. These two faul_t 

systems do not however manifest themselves as individual 

straight, discrete fractures as one might expect to see in 

brittle rocks, but instead appear as broad sinuous shear 

zones. It has been recognized that the regional shear zones 

in this part of the Abitibi Greenstone Belt contain and 

control gold ore concentrations. Major gold deposits have 

been discovered and exploited in areas where major dj_lation 

occurs along the shear zones, for example the maximum ore 

concentrations lor these structurally controlled ore zones 

have been found where the shear zones change both strike and 

dip (Boyle, 1979). During the past 60 years or so, many 

hundreds of feet of diamond drilling and surficial trenching 

have been done by both individuals and companies endeavoring 

to locate and analyse the behavior of these shear zones v.ri th 

hopes of finding economic gold ore concentrations. 

There are t\'!0 major shear zones surficially exposed in 

the Beauchastel study area. It is in these shear zones that 

the gold mines operated~ Diamond drilling, surficial 

trenching, mapping and underground mining in the past has • 

at least in general terms, outlined the location and attitudes 

of the she?J~· zones. Figure lOshows the general location of' the 

rnajor f'aul t (shear) structures in the- vicinity of the study -

area. 
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Figure 10· General location plan of major fault structures 

in the Beauchastel study area, Arntfield, Quebec. 

Explanation: 

Faults observed in surface exposure 

Faults observed in drill holes 

Interpreted regional faults 





FRANCOEUR-ARNTFIELD SHEAR ZONE 

The most important structure examined is the Francoeur

Arntfield shear zone which represents a major ore control for 

gold mi;neralization in the area and the focus of interest that 

prompted this study. The shear zone hosts no less than seven 

separate mine shafts, with three of these shafts on the 

Beauchastel 2-77 property. 

The shear zone trends in a gentle arc and.lies approxi

mately east-west across the middle of the Beauchastel 2-77 

property. Just to the north o:f the Arntf'ield Number 3 shaft 

two distinct shear trends can be measured, indicating that 

the shear bifv.rcates, or alternatively it is crossed by 

another north-east trending fault. The branch seems to be 

of approximately the same intensity as the major shear and 

is therefore believed by the author to represent a bifurcation 

of the major shear. 

The Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone tends to have an 

extremely variable dip and strike. The western end of the 

shear (near the Arntfield Nu..-·nber 1 shaft) dips between 51° and 

81° to the north. The central section of the shear (near the 

Arntfield NtL"'nber 3 shaft) dips between 68° and 80° to the 

north. The extreme eastern end of the exposed shear is 

somewhat anomalous in that it dips approximately 52° to the 

south. These present surficial observations as well as 

observations made underground lead to the belief that the 

shear zone follows the lava flo·v, contacts in a sub-concordant 

manner (Malouf, 194l)s This irregularity in the shear zone 
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can be likened to a ~anging cloth sheet, and appears to be 

consistent with a strike slip displacement for the structure 

(see below) • 

The surficial exposures of the Francoeur-Arntfield shear 

zone are very distinctive in appearance. The rocks in the 

center o:f the shear zone are very 5_ntensely deformed but the 

effects of the deform2~tion die out as one moves av·ray from the 

axis of the shear. The major effects of the shearing are 

oruy distinctly discernible at a maximum distance of 60 to 

75 m (200-500 feet) away from the axis of the shear. 

LAKE FORTUNE SHEAR ZONE 

The Lake Fortune shear zone is the second ore hosting 

shear z~ns to cress the study aL·ea.. This shea.r· zone is again 

gently cL1rv~d and east-west trending. It crosses the northern 

part of the Beau.chastel 1-78 property to pass ·south of the 

Beauchastel 4-78 property (Figure 10). 

The Lake Fortune shear zone is believed to be related to 

the regional Horne Creek fault system (Ambrose and Ferguson, 

1945). 'I1hese two fault zones havE; very similar trends, how-:

ever their characteristics are somewhat different. The Horne 

Creek fault is not exposed on the surface in the study area, 

however, there is some faulting noted in a diamond drill 

hole in line with the fault trend and believed to possibly be 

the extension. 

The Lake Fortune shear zone is exposed in several limited 

outcrops across the Beauchastel 1-78 property. It appears as 

a wide, strongly schistose zone with a high degree of carbon-
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atization. Surficial exposures indicate a shearing with a 

.general trend varying from 90°Az to li0°Az. The dip 

direction and the extent of the influence of the shear zone 

could not be readily determined from the surficial exposures. 

The Lake Fortune shear zone may bifurcate with a branch 

trending slightly northwest to the shore of Lake Mud. The 

character of the shear exposed on the lakeshore appears to 

be very similar in character to the Lake Fortune shear zone, 

hov.rever the relationships of the shear exposures is not 

definitely knov.rn. 
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CHAPTER _5_ 

SHEAR ZONE INVESTIGATIONS 

IN'l1RODUCTION 

The shear zones of the Abitibi Region are important 

mineralization controls in the gold deposits of the ar·ea. 

Keeping the importa_nce of these shear zones in mind, it is 

logical to analyse the available structural data to discover 

· as much as possible of the genesis of the Francoeur-Arntf·ield 

shear zone. It was felt that the joint and related planar 

structures in the rocks in the study area might possibly be 

related to the formation c~ the shear zones. 

As an integral part of the mapping program, major plru"'lar 

stru~tural features were measured and noted on e2:ch outcrop-e 

The planar features normally were in the form of joint sets 

and minor shears; in the major shear zones these directions 

were also noted. The joints were defined for this investiga

tion as sets of p8.rallel, sharp fractures v..ri th the distance 

bet·ween the fractures on the order of several centimeters~ 

Minor shears were similar to the joint sets except the inter

fracture distance was less than 2 em, for ease of nomenclature 

minor shears will be considered as joints also. 

In order to standardize i;he measurements of the planar 

structures and make them statistically valid, certain 

procedures were followed and assumptions made. Each outcrop 

when mapped was examined carefully to discern individual sets 

of joints or discrete shears. One member of' each set (joint 
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or shear) v1as measured and assumed to show an average attitude 

for the feature. Repeating the procedure on each outcrop 

examined in the entire study ar.ea it can be assumed that. 

statistically the measurements made indicate the orientation 

of joint set concentrations and give a general indication of 

the relative magnitudes of these concentrations. 

The attitudes of the planar structures measured in the 

field were plotted along with the other dctta on the preliminary 

geology map. Upon visual inspection there were no major trends 

to be noted except the shearing of the rocks in the identified 

shear zones. It was felt that another analytical method 

should be used to test the data for trends. 

'rhe planar structures were considered in terms of four 

domains Cietermi.ned by the Francoeur-Arntf'ieJ.d ~hear ~.one, s-ince 

this is the major structural feature of interest in the study 

area and it is also believed to be the source of the strongest 

structural effects observed, The four domains were chosen 

to be (a) north of the Fr2.ncoeu.r-Arntfield shear zone, (b) 

within the Francoeu1.:·-Arntfield shear zone, (c) south of the 

Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone, and finally (d) the entire 

study area (Figure 11). 

'The structural data for each domain was analyzed and 

plotted using a standard stereographic projection program on 

the Dalhousie University computer. The program yielded 

contoured stereographic plots of poles to joint surfaces on 

a Schmidt r~:ethod lower hemisphere equal area projection. 
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Fig,'Ure 11. General-location plan of do111ains used in the 

structural analyses. 

Explanation: 

Domain (a) 
North of the Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone 

[IJ]J Domain (b) 
Within the Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone 

Domain (c) 
South of the Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone 

Domain (d) 
Includes the above three domains 



Figure 11 

SCALE 



DATA AND OBSERVATIONS 

Domain ( 0-J: North of the Francoeur-Arntfield Shear Zone 

A total of 237 joints were measured in this domain. The 

domain was defined as the area on the Beauchastel 2-77 property 

north of any visible shearing effect on the rocks in the 

Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone. 

The contoured stereographic projection plot of poles to 

joint surfaces is shovm in Figure 12. From this diagram, there 

seem to be two vvell-defined '1major" concentrations of poles 

and one "minor" (lower magnitude) pole concentration. The 

orientaticn of these pole concentrations, as well as the fl 

representation of the plot are interpreted as follows: 

(1) 018°/22° 

(2) 308°/05° 

"Minor" Pole Orientation 

108°/68°3 

OJ8°/85°SE 

Note: Concentrations 2 and 3 are treated as one. 

The stereographic projections of the joint planes reprasented 

by the pole concentrations are shov.;n in Figure 13 . 

Domain (b): Hithin the Francoeur-Arntfield Shear Zone 

A total of 66 joints were measured in this domain. The 

domain was defined as the area on the Beauchastel 2-77 property 

within which the strong effects of the shear zone were 

· manifested in the rocks. 
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Figure 12. Contoured stereographic plot of-poles to joint 

surfaces: Domain (a). 
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COl\lTOURED STEREOGRAPi-l!C PLOT OF.- POLES TO JOINT SURF;\cr-s. 
237 POLES OF JOINTS NC)f~TH OF THE FRANCOEUR-AF~NTFIELD SHEAR ZONE 

2 

DENSITY CONTOURS: 

D 0-1 0 /o 

~ 1-2 °/o 

~ 2-4 °/o 
. (tf:fe~~ 

11c~•cr:, 4-6 °/o 

~ I 6-8 °/o 

ffi~ i::::3 8-tv!AX 9.7 "/o 

N 1 

METHOD 

LOWER HEMISPHERE 
EQUAL AREA PROJECTiON 

Figure 12 



Figure 13. Stereographic projection of traces of joint 

planes represented by the pole concentrations 

79 

on the complementary representation for Domain 

(a), north of the Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone. 

(Schmidt method, lower hemisphere equal area 

projection) 
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The contoured stereographic. projection plot of poles to 

joint surfaces is shovm in Figure 14. There are a total of 

seven pole concentrations visible in the diagram. The pole 

concentrations do not as a rule seem to be as compact and well 

defined as those noted in Domain (a) •. The reasons for this 

scatter are possibly attributable to the low number of measure

ments taken and the very complex infrastructure of the shear 

zone itself. 

The pole concentrations have been divided on the basis 

of the magr1i tude of the concentration and the amount of scatter. 

The orientation of the pole concer.tration and the joint plane 

representations of the concentrations listed in decreasing 

order of magnitude are interpreted as follows: 

"Major" Pole Orientation 

(1) 006°/00° 

"Minor" Pole Orientation 

(2) 332°/10° 

"Sub f!Iinor" Pole Orientation 

Joint Plane Orientation 

The stereographic projections of the joint plane_s 

represented by the pole concentrations are shovm in Figure 1.5. 

Domain (c): South of the Francoeur-Arntfield Shear Zone 

A total of 102 joints were measured in this domain. The 

domain is defined as the Beauchastel 1-78 p~operty, Beauchastel 

4-78 property a.11d the area of the Beauchastel 2-77 property 

south of an.y major visible shearing effects on the rocks in 

the Francoeur-Arntfiel.d shear zone a·. 



Figure 14. Contoured stereographic plot of poles to joint 

su~faces: Domain (b). 
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COl\JTOUR~D STERc_OGRAPI-liC PLOT OF POLES TO 
JOINT SURFJ\CES. 
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66 POLES OF JOINTS MEASURED IN THE FRANCOEUR - ARNTFIELD 
SHEAR ZONE 

N 1 

QEf~S!TY CONTOURS:· 

I I A-1 ot 
v I 10 

~ - 1-2 °/o 

~ 2-4 °/o Figure 14 
~ . 4-6°io 

~ ~ 6-8°/o 

~ . 8-MAX 9.1 °/o 



Figure 15. Stereographic projection of traces of joint 

_planes represented by the pole concentrations 

on the complimentcry representation for 

Domain (b), within the Francoeur-Arntf'ield 

shear zone. 

(Schmidt method, lower hemisphere equal area 

projection) 
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The contoured stereographic projection plot of poles to 

joint surfaces is shown "in Figure 16. A total of four pole 

concentrations are clearly visiple in the diagram. The pole 

concentrations generally seem to be well-defined. 

The orientation of the pole concentration and the joint 

planes representation of the pole concentrations are interpreted 

as follovJs: 

"Major" Pole Orientations 

(1) 176°/03° 

{2) 038°/08° 

( 3) 134°/12° 

"Minore' Pole Orientations 

( 4) 089 ° /Lt-4 ° 

Joint Plane Orientations 

086°/87°N 

128° /82°S1tl 

OL!-L!-0 /78 °NlrJ 

The stereographic projections of ·the joint planes 

represented by the pole concentrations is shovm in Figure 17. 

Domain (d2: Entire Study Area 

A total of 4-05 joints was measured during the course of 

th . . . . t• 
e mapplng llTVeS~lga :1onc 

this o...."'ialysis. The domain 

All measurements are included in 

is de fined . to in cl u.de all three 

properties in the study area. 

~ne contoured stereographic projection plot of the poles 

to joint surf'aces is sho·wn in Figure 18. A total of three 

well-de:fined although moderately scattered pole concentrations 

are visible in the diagram. 



Figure 16. Contoured. stereographic plot of poles to joint 

surfaces: Domain (c). 
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COhJTOURED STcn:or:;r:1 t-- PHIC ..... L-1\.C \. .. 'l '\.f\ . F)Lor···oF POLES TO JOI~lT SURFACES: 

102 POLES OF JC·INTS srJUTH OF THE FRANCOEUR -ARNTFIELD SHEAR ZONE 
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Figure 17. Stereographic pr-ojection of traces of joint 

planes represented by the pole concentrations on 

the complimentary representation for Domain (c), 

south of the Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone. 

(Schmidt method, lower hemisphere equal area 

projection) 
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Figure 18. Contoured stereographic plot of poles to joint 

surfaces: Domain (d). 
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COf\~TOUR'- D STEREOGR/\PHIC _PLOT. OF POLES TO JOINl-- SUF~FACES 

POLES Or /\LL 405 JOINT SETS tv1EASURED IN STUDY /\REA 

N 

3 

DENSITY CONTOU8S · 

D 0-1 °/o 

~ 1-2 °/o ~ 

~ 2-3 °/o 
Figure 18 
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f;Sl 4-5°}o ~ . 
~ 5-fv1AX 6.7 °/o . . 
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The orientations of the pole concentrations and the joint 

plane representation of the pole· conce~trations are interpreted 

as follows: 

"Major" Pole Orientations 

(1) 018°/21° 

Joint Plane Orientations 

l08°/69°S 

040°/87°E (2) 310°/03° 

"Minor" Pole Orientations 

The stereographic projection of the joint planes 

represented by the pole concentration is shown in Figure 19. 

Upon examination &'1.d comparison of the domains several 

general trends can be noted. Some of these trends are obvious, 

others poorly defined~ Some of the general trends are: 

( l) ·At least one generally east-west trendj.ne: 

preferred joint direction. 

(2) All domains have at least one roughly northeast 

to north-northeast preferred joint direction. 

(3) All domains have one preferred joint direction 

trending approximately north-south. 

These similarities in the pointing directions only hold true 

with respect to the strike directions. The magnitude and 

direction o:f dip of the joint planes do not correlate 

particularly well. For simplicity, since most joint planes 

are necu~ly upright, the precise dip value will not be 

considered in the discussion to follow. 
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Figure 19. Stereographic projection of traces of joint 

planes represented by the pole concentrations on 

the complimentary representation for Domain (d), 

the entire study area. 

(Schmidt method, lower hemisphere equal area 

projection) 
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DISCUSSION OF JOINT PATA 

The theory of the development of shear zones and their 

associated structures has been the subject of man~r scientific 

investigations~ The structures have been investigated on 

many different magnitudes, from microscopic to regional 

large-scale fault systems. 

· Tchalenko ( 1970) reported on experimentally produced 

joint sets related to a model shear zone, and compared these 

with joint patterns found in actual shear zones in the field. 

In general terms he found that when stress is applied 

to c. mediw11, the material does not iT:~.Jnediately release the 

stress by sharply fracturing (faulting) when the stress has 

reached the fracture strength but instead will slov.rly :yield 

and def'orrn by· a ser·ies of minor slippages a.long joint and 

shear planes in a "regular" predictable pattern. 

Tchalerti~O repeated an experiment first described by 

Riedel (1929)~ In this exper:i.ment Hiedel placed aslab of 

clay (plastic) material in a horizontal position on two 

adjoining boards mru~ing sure the material adhered. firmly 

to the surface. He then proceeded to increase the shear 

stress to which the slab was subjected by horizontally sliding 

the boards one past the other. It is believed that within 

experimental bounds this· -apparatus approximates geologic 

conditions. 

In the experiments performed with this apparatus 

researchers found that as the shear stress applied to the clay 

slab v1as slowly increased and approG!ch the sheC~.r strength of 
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the material a regul~r pattern of low displacement joints and 

shears appeared in the clay slab. The pattern appeared 

roughly as follows: 

GENERAL DIRECTION OF I10VEI1ENT 

BO.A.RD 

p 

BOARD 

W = Width of shear zone 
R = Riedel shear 

/ . 
R = ConJugate Riedel shear 
P = Principal displacement 

. shear 

(Tchalenko; 1970) 

The first set of joints to appear.form at a high angle to the 

direction of the applied shear stress. This first set of' low 

displacement joints Riedel called "conjugate Riedel shea.rs" 

or (R/). As the shea1" stress increased further, a second set 

of joints appeared at a lo·Ner angle. t.o the shear stress, these 

Riedel called ~~Riedel shear" or (R ) • 11\Ji th a yet further 

increase in shear·stress to near the failure point of the 

material the "Riedel shears..- deform further by extension and 

slight rotation. At this point, just bef'ore structural fail·~ 

ure of the material, as the Riedel shears became interconnected 

to form another type of shear termed by Riedel as "P shears". 

As the material finally fails all deformation movement occurs 

along one "principal· displacement shear" (P) which forms in 



the experiments along the contact.between the two boards 

(Tchalenko, 1970). 
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Upon close examination very similar deformation 

structures were observed with relation to a much larger 

scale example. The example examined was the Dasht-e Bayaz 

earthquake fault which occurred in Iran on August Jl, 1968. 

The deformation structures mapped with relation to the regional 

:fault system are shown in Figure 20(Tchalenko, 1970). 

Very similar jointing trends can be observed with 

relation.to the regional Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone. 

The trends and their relationships are not exactly "text

book" in nature because of variables ·in the geologic environ-

mc1:t ::uch as curves in the east~-.,.vcst shear Z01J.2 a.:nd the 

presence of a second shear zone in the southern part of the 

study area, the Lake Fortune shear zone. The evidence appears 

to be conclusive enough to lead the author to believe the 

theory that the joints observed in the rocks in the study 

area are directly related to th~ deformation period which 

:formed the Francoeur- i~rntfield shear zone. 

The general trends in the jointing pattern observed in 

the domains of' the study al'"'ea have direct analogies with the 

jointing patterns observed in the Riedel experiments performed 

by TchalenJ;:o e The au.thor believes the following ~nalogies to 

be valid. 

(1) The east-west trending set of joints noted 

in the domains represent the main shear zones 

present in the area.. These joints can be 



.t:. --

DIAGRAM OF PEAK STRUCTURE IN THE 
DASHT-E BAYAZ EARTHQUAKE FAULT 

IOOmilu 

- .... t:::::ONJUGATE RIEDEL SHEARS 

~- !',:..ft!EDEL SHEMS 

f<OSE DIAGRAM SHO\VING RIEDEL AND CONJUGATE 
. RIEDEL SHEAR DIRECTIONS 

( TCHALENKO 1970 ) 
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Figure 20. Deformation structures mapped with relation 
to the Dasht-E Bayaz Earthquake Fault in Iran. 
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correlated directly with -the "P shears" or 

"Riedel shears" ·( R) observed in Tchalenko' s 

experiments depending upon at what stage of 

development the shear reached. 

(2) The second joint trend observed in the domains 

is the generally northeast trending set of 

joints., These joints the author believes to 

be analogues to the "conjugate Riedel shears" 
/ 

(R ) observed in Tchalenko's experiments. 

(3) The final set of joints observed in the 

domains trend roughly north-south approximately 

perpendicular to the.d.irection of -the east-west 

shear force. These joints may represent: a) 

~· :further dei·ormation stage of the ~~conjugate 

Riedel shears" (R/) as they rotate or b) cross 

joints developed as the result of the gentle 

regional east-west folding the rocks have 

undergone. The present author prefers the 

second interpretation. 

Figure 21 illustrates these general trends and the 

experimental analogues believed to correlate with them. 

The dynamic metarnorphism manifested as cleavage or 

foliations in the rock -is only well-developed within or in 

close proximity to the shear zone. The noticeable lack of 

dynamic metamorphic effects at distance from the shear is 

evidence of a definite strain,/ stress gradient. Obviously, 
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Figure 21. General jointing trends observed in Arntfield 

study area domains compared with experimental 

analogues from Riedel experimental results and 

observations by Tchalenko (1970). 
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the magnitude of the shear stress to which the rock was 

subjected would decrease with distance.from the zone of major 

dynamic effect (Ramsay §.1 al., 1970). 

The general situation appears to be typical of the 

observations one would expect to note as the result of 

sinistral (left lateral) shear stress. In this situation of 

the Francoeur-Arntfield shear the northern side of the shear 

zone appears to have moved toward the v1est with respect to 

the southern side, no estimation of the relative strike slip 

movement has been madee Due to the relatively clear relation

ship between the three general jointing trends in the domains 

of the study area it can probably be _concluded that the move

ment on the Francoeur--Arntfield shear zone was the result of 

one continuous period of-deforma·tion, if there had been more 

tha.n one deformation period there would be likely a more 

complex jointing pattern represented in the rocks. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUivlrJJARY AND CONCIJUSIONS 

From the results of the observations made during this 

field oriented geological survey of the area in the vicinity 

of the gold mines on the regional Francoeur-Arntfield shear 

zone there are several preliminary conclusions that could be 

brought forward, These are : 

(1) The study area is underlain by an Archean Age series 

of interfingering volcanic lava flows belonging to the Blake 

River Group of the Keewatin Series. These lavas are very 

diverse in li tholog;,.'" and range in composition from felsic 

to intermediate. No mafic volcanics were encountered in the 

study. There is a high pr-oportion of fragmental rocks with 

matrix compositions of both felsic and intermediate classifi

cations. The flow structures visible in these lava units 

indicate a generally east-west flow direction in the moderately 

north dipping volc2nic pile. The high proporticn of felsic 

flows seem to indicate a volcanic center fairly close to the 

study area bec2J.1se due to the Yiscous behavior of the flows 

when they v.rere extruded it is likely they did not flow far from 

the source. The volcanic center was not located in this study. 

{ 2) The volcan.ic series has been deformed into a series 

of broad folds. The study area lies on the southern limb of 

an east-west trending syncline, the axis of which lies just 

to the north of' the study area. The volcanic flows strike 

generally east-west and dip between 45° to 50° to the north. 
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(J) 'I'he volcanic pile. has .b~en intruded by a number of 

intrusive bodies of varying morphology and composition. The 

largest proportion of the intrusives on the property are of 

diori ti_c composition. The diori tic intrusives_ generally take 

the form of small plutons or sub-conc-ordant sill-like bodies. 

There are also dykes present of syenite and quartz-feldspar 

porph;{rye ~':he absolute ages of these intrusives are not 

kno\mc Relative ages for the bodies are also not posi tibely 

known as there does not seem to be any cross-cutting relation

ships visible in surficial exposures. The relationships of 

the intrusives to the shear deformation described later is not 

· knov.rn, however it can be hypothesized that the emplacement was 

either synchronous or after the deformation event because 

diorite bodies in the vicinity of the major shear zones show 

no evidence of shearing. 

(4) The volcanic pile has been dynamically deformed by 

at least two east-west trending, sub-concordant regional 

shear zones. The Francoeur-Arntfield sheru' zone crosses the 

northern part of the study area (Beauchastel 2-77 property) 

and the Lake Fortune shear zone crosses the southern half of 

the study area (Beauchastel 1-78 property and just to the 

south of the Beauchastel 4-78 property). These regional 

shear zones are extremely important as they host the gold 

mineralization in their dilations. Analyses of the joint 

systems believed to be related to the major Francoeur-Arntfield 

shear zone lead to the conclusion that the shear is of the 

"Riedel Type". The Francoeur·-Arntfield shear is sinistral 
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(left-lateral). This implies that the northern side of the 

shear zone appears to have· moved toward the west v:i th relation 

to the southern side. There has been no estimation made of 

the magnitude of the strike slip movement. The gold minerali

zation in the deposits in this area are definitely related to 

the origin2.l formation of the shear zone. These are explora~ 

tion implications in that there may be more economic gold 

mineralization "pods 11 found where the·re are joint concentra

tions. A further benefit may be gained from this joint system 

analysis in that,if other areas in the region along strike 

with the regional shear zones have no outcrop exposure of the 

shear zones, it may be possible to ,,remotely detect" the 

poE;i tion or presence of the shear zones by analysis of the 

joint sets mapped in the rock exposures. 

(5) The gold miri.era~ization, as stated before, is found 

in economic quantities in the deposits of the area in loca

tions where the shear zone changes both strike and dip. The 

factors dealiEg with the genesis, paragenesis, or emplacement 

of the gold ore vvere not examined in this paper because all 

mineralization left behind is in the sub--surface. The study 

area ha,s had its surface tXploi ted both when the mine was 

operational, 2..nd by prospect_ors and interested individuals in 

the forty years or so since the mine closure, therefore there 

is no "ore" of' any description left on the surface. The 

literature indicates the gold in these deposits is found not 

as visible native gold but instead occurs as tellurides in 

quartz-carbonate-pyrite veins of hydrothermal origin. These 
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deposits also host some silver mineralization. It has been 

hypothesized with r~lation to some of ·the other gold deposits 

of this type in the area that the origin of the hydrothermal 

solutions may be the diorite intrusions which always seem to 

be found in the vicinity of the deposits. No evidence to 

either substantiate or disprove the hypothesis regarding the 

genesis of the mineralizing f'luid was found in this study. 

(6) The area is unconformably overlain by a series of 

clastic metasedimer1ts of the Proterozoic Age Cobalt Group. 

These rocks were not directly related to the gold deposits 

around which this program was designed therefore they were 

afforded very little attention. The -rocks appear to be a 

poor1y sorted greyv,acke w~.th ver~r ~"'1.gu1n.r a"'1d asso:-tsd 

fragments. 

(?) All the rocks encountered on the property have 

been regionally metamorphosed to greenschist facies. irJi th 

few exceptions the rocks exhibit varying degrees of 

chloritization which gives all ~he rosks a greenish tinge. 

Other forms of alteration noted in the rocks of the arf;a 

seem to indicate that during their history the rocks have 

been permeated by hydrothermal solutions. 

(8) The entire area has been glaciated in the 

Pleistocene. The evidence for this is the presence of a 

thick mantle of drift covering a large proportion of the area 

and many glacial striae and grooves on the polished surfaces 

of outcrops. The orientation of the grooves indicate the 

glacial ice moved in a north-south direction. 
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RECOrElVLENDATI ONS F.OR FUTURE ~'JORK 

This study was designed to provide a general synthesis 

of the geological setting of the area in the vicinity of the 

Francoeur-Arntfield shear zone. This project is far from 

conclusive with respect to many topics, and there are a 

multitude of studies that could be undertaken to expand the 

scientific knowledge regarding the geology of the area as v1ell 

as assist in the exploration for larger gold ore reserves. 

Some possibilities would be: 

(1) Detailed petrologic and li thogeochemical studies 

to examine and investigate the rocks in the vicinity of the 

shear zone as well as at distance from it to decipher the 

chemical effects of hydrothermal alteration. Comuarisons 

with similar studies carried out at other mines in the region 

could prove fruitful in determining alteration gradients help

ful in locating the major structures. 

(2) Detailed compilation of the underground geology 

fotmd in the diar:;ond drill logs and the maps of the underground 

wo.r}(ings to obtain a thre·e dimensional view of the area to gain 

an understElnding of the behavior of the volcanic flows and the 

erratic shear zone. vvi th this information the outlining of 

the ore zone below the 1075-foot level in the Arntfield Gold 

Mine, Number 2 shaft, through the use of surficial diamond 

drilling may be possible. 

(3) If samples of the ore from the mines in the area 

could be obtained from government agencies, university 

collections, or private individuals, ru"1 investigation of the 
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paragenesis of the gold mineralization would be useful to 

develop a well-defined genetic model for the gold deposits 

in the area. 
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APPENDIX I 

JOINT .. ~.ND SHEl'~r:: DAT.t'\. USED FCR COMPUTER AI~.b.LYSIS 
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DOMAIN (a) NORTH OF FRANCOEUR-ARNTFIELD SHEAR ZONE 
(BEAUCHASTEL 2-77. PROPERTY) 

Joints 

068/65S Jl4/84NE OlJ/8_5E l01J'70S 

04-0/88SE 180/80~~ 122/51S 025/SOE 

328/SONE 300/4-JNE 235/8_5Nlr-J 070/90 

078/78S 265/57N ·176/.SJvv 260/50N· 

036/85S 131/4JSV'J 318/?0NE 113/59SW 

085/64S 065/J7SE 032/90 100/90 

OJ0/79SE 2J8/7JNhT 08_5/84S 295/58N 

040/SOSE 16_5/87SW 092/78S 060/60SE 

1J0/72S\·J 161/75Sv·J OJ5/75SE ll0/72Si:J 

l00/8_5S 0.39/41E 32.5/79NE OI+2/74SE 
"08 /7 IY·~·.• ')7,-., /,.-1'7; 2J0;'7 6N L\f 1os/~ss £.. ;,u.u•• r.~ ( / ,)Ci!ll 

-. _.1 

070/54SE 223/61NH Ol6/83E 14-0/90 

OJ0/68SE 250/88N 020/'?4E l06/68S 

ll0/75S~J OJ6/90 353/B?E 084/?lS 

048/82SE 249/42N 230/86N1!v 206/6JW 

l04/6JS 195/BlW 10l/74S~v 084/68S 

nol; lr"l "'"' \J '/ ( \_.IL 059/53S 006/90 312/4JNE 

112/8_5S\ftj 274/60N 24-_5/8 JN\~J 115/6osv\f 

140/60S~"i 284/.59N 154/SOVJ lo8/.57Stv 

290/20N 007/7.5E- Ol3/86E oo6/74E 

').l.LQj~L1R ..., . .., ....... , QJrjQ0hT 
..LV...,.. u t u~ 

n ,..,~ ,,.., ,.. ...... 
'-' :JLf ( :J>:)L 

,.,./,.,.;r"~C'< vou :JLu 

070/74SE 35'+/68E 090/_52S 173/53W 

2~J/55N 060/8JSE Jl0/60NE 084/.55S 

2LI-4/82N 032/90 1_58/82\!IJ 186/84li'J 
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Domain (a) Joints (continued) 

262/56N 265/62NE 052/84S 145/31SW 

015/90 113/51SvJ 319/83NE 110/78S 

070/468 OJ0/60S 045/90 010/90 

090/628 150/67W 350/79E 170/SlH'J 

045/66E 073/79S 213/75NW 096/638 

107/68S 259/71 ~I! 185/861iJ 049/90 

260/73N 337/66E .067/90 033/83E 

185/?ll\T 310/58NE 270/SJN 114/90 

29 5/80i'TE 043/82S 220/84Nvv 0~-0/87SE 

045/90 292/76N 155/64SiiJ 095/57S 
2~ r' !~ r~-:-.T 

.l.)/ 0 c.. ~\J -R8'8QF .LJ I . • ".! 000/90 009/90 

120/86S~'l 110/72S 060/90 OJO/SOE 

255/81N 042/90 082/ShS 250/72N 

ll5/78SH 114/72 136/7 5SvJ 120/7 5S~'J 

095/67S 115/4-BS OJ5/72SE 029/76SE 

ll0/69S .038/793 0?0/77S 163/90 

185/761·'/ 120/73S 072/86S 125/76Shi 

056/62S 353/86E 074,18JS 108/SOS 

311/'71NE 132/658 040/758 226/73NVJ 

243/79N\'J 345/SlJ-NE 215/84N~v 213/78NW 

008190 ,.. , "\r.O/r-4c< 
.J..VUf :J '1..J 

rdJ {"\ /Q t:s 
V""'t"Vf V'.J '"l 61"\ /r"J c'i\T 

~ V (_)H 

220/75NW 206/65NW 115/82SW 040/90 

008/83E 233/78Ntv J22/66NE 104/66S 

ll0/27SVJ 075/SJS 248/76N1rJ · 288/85N 
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Domain (a) Joints (continued) 

104/65S 2 LJ-8 I 5 ?NVJ 106/?0S 112/658 

l04/66S 115/64S1r·J 118/66S 210/84~iJ 

038/4.5SE 134/?lSvv 226/??Nvv 036/90 

l05/74SW 228/S?NirJ 088/67S 249/~-2N 

077/638 OOJ/78E OOJ/80E 112/81W 

OJ0/90 050/90 Ol7/73E 228/??N 

109/678 141/Sosvv l00/68S 210/8 .5N1rJ 

090/?li-S 224/85NvJ 038/87E 005/57E 

154/60SVJ 042/90 l05/60S 

Shears 

~-, 0 /9n j_._ I v 1] i /7 C:SlrJ 
. ·'- ·-'-:, • _I"· oJ 

242/63N - 2LI-0/60N 

245/J?NW l00/75S 

294/.51NE lOJ/80S 

007/SJE 050/738 
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DOr/f.AIN (b) vJITHIN THE FRANCOEUR-ARNTFIELD SHEAR ZONE 
(BEAUCHASTEL 2-77 PROPERTY) 

Joints 

069;'6os 020/90 066/76S l06/61W 

214/54tn·J l08/56S 084/84S 060/90 

094-/67S 0'?3/90 098/78S 030/63E 

005/65E 005/89E 000/90 062/768 

234/SONW 076/408 020/58E 062/60S 

020/64E 095/878 030/90 165/61W 

255/70N 17 5/85vJ lll/65S 295/?0NE 

273/68N 2J6/80N 090/71S 058/698 

Ol2./J3E 110/?0S 125/74Sl:J l00/62S 

034/74S 255/75N 040/84E 022/72SE 

'i4.L I h-'Jr,T-H' ..... :Jt ....... > • ,..._, lh5/86SitJ ooo '81 li' ·'I --.J ~ l20j'?6S1N 

Shears 

263/86N 290/69NE 

267/76N 120/528 
.--

275/57N 255/72VJ 

275/90 265/79N 

270/82N 095/58S 

282/68NE 256;142N 

Glorv Hole Data 

Joints Shears 
OJ8/40SE 070/798 285/60N 

024/31E 262/5JN 2.59/82N 

128/6zs~v 075/678 

030/JSSE lJ0/51SW 
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DOIVJ.AIN (c) CONTINUED 

~eauchastel 1-78 Property 

Joints 

Shears 

:Beauchastel 

Joints 

132/50SW 

06J/55SE 

224/80Ni~J 

273/BON 

160/58SVJ 

')(...ry /s:<Jtr~ 
~'-'If U'""T1 

--·shears 

091+/90 

244/60N 

086/90 

137 /80lrJ 

354/72E 

l00/84S 

242/60NvJ 

214/65W 

085/5S 
nrn /r.r. 
""'/-'--/ / ..... 

4-78 Property 

296/BON 

197/52NW 

252/76N 

161/67S\v 

Ol5/75E 

122/90 

195/?4vv 

227/72NvJ 

275/64N 

138/90 

OJJ/81E 

3011 /ry}IC'1nT 
~-r; { -rt.....·~~ 
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280/79N 

250/55N1iv 

1J7/66SW 

090/74S 
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